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EMME 
TRACK
 
COACH
 
BUD 
WINTER
 RETIRES 
CUBG 
Cancelled 
The
 
College
 U  
' Board of Gover-
nors 
meeting
 
scheduled  for 
today  has been (emptied. The nest 
Crati
 
meeting
 
will  
be 
Thursday,
 
April 9, at 8 p.m. 
In the Pacheco 
Rosen of the College
 I ohm. 
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Viet  Film 
Today  
"Vietnam 
Dialogue."  a movie 
nar-
rated by CBS war
 
correspondent  
David
 Schoenbrun will 
be 
presented  
at 7, 8, and 9 
o'clock
 tonight in 
Morris Dailey 
Auditorium,
 A 
50
-cent 
donation D asked to 
pay for the 
films 
rental.
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'New'
 
Evidence Signals 
Dumke
 Strategy 
Switch
 
By 
CRAIG 
TURNER
 
Daily  
Assistant
 
Editor  
Prompted
 
by 
an 
SJS  
music  profes-
sor, 
Chancellor
 
Glenn
 S. 
Dumke
 
has  
significantly
 
changed  
his 
strategy
 in 
the 
case
 of 
fired 
professor
 
Dr.  
Eldred
 
E. 
Rutherford.
 
Unsolicited  
material  
submitted
 to the
 
chancellor  
two  
weeks  
following  
Ruth-
erford's
 
firing
 is 
contained
 in the
 brief 
presented
 by 
Assistant
 
Chancellor  
Dr. 
C. 
Mansel  
Keene  to 
an SJS 
grievance
 
committee
 
investigating  
the 
dismissal.
 
Although
 the
 contents
 of 
the brief
 
were 
not 
disclosed
 
to
 the 
press,  
testi-
mony 
at the
 
hearing
 
indicated  
that 
several 
new 
documents  
were 
sent  to 
the 
chancellor  
by music
 
professor
 
Erik  
Peterson 
on March 
10. 
Peterson  
later
 
confirmed
 it. 
These 
documents  
include  
letters
 from 
some
 of 
Rutherford's
 former
 students 
and 
all concern
 
Rutherford's
 
activities  
prior to 
the January,
 1969 
faculty  
strike
 he led. 
The 
complaints  
stem  from 
Dr.  Ruth-
erford's 
alleged
 absences 
from class 
several 
weeks  during 
the
 fall, 1968, 
semester. 
CHARGES  
DROPPED
 
Disciplinary
 charges 
involving  the 
documents  were 
brought
 against Ruth-
erford last 
year  but were 
later  dropped, 
and records
 involving
 them were re-
moved  from 
Rutherford's
 file. 
Chancellor 
Dumke, in 
a March 
9 
letter  to the 
Academic  Council 
ex-
plaining
 his action 
In
 firing Ruther-
ford, said, "I 
personally  have felt
 from 
the 
very beginning that 
the strikes 
were unwarranted
 and that those who 
participated 
in them 
were 
behaving
 
in an 
unprofessional  manner." 
Now, however, with the additional 
material presented
 by Peterson, the 
chancellor has 
broadened  his agrument 
to include Rutherford's pre -strike ac-
tions.  
Dr. John Galm, advocate for Dr. 
Rutherford. challenged the admittance 
of Dr. Keene's
 brief Tuesday,
 but was 
overruled by chairman Dr. Leon Lee. 
Rutherford told 
the 
Daily  
yesterday
 
that he never cancelled classes, but 
suspended 
them while his students 
worked  on individual 
projects  under his 
consultation.
 
At the time in 
question,  he said, he 
conducted
 small group discussions
 with 
students  
working
 on these  
projects. 
STUDENTS 
PROTEST
 
Disciplinary charges
 stemming from 
these 
allegations  were 
brought
 against 
Rutherford  by 
students  Janine
 Duzet 
and Lynn 
Johnson  last 
year. The 
stu-
dents
 dropped 
the charges 
on May 22,
 
1969,
 however,
 and 
all  documents
 re-
lating to 
them in 
Rutherford's  
file  were 
destroyed
 by 
the
 academic vice 
presi-
dent's 
office. 
The
 
documents
 Peterson 
sent  to the 
chancellor's 
office were 
copies of 
the  
letters
 made before
 they 
were  de-
stroyed. 
Miss Duzet,
 no longer a student at 
SJS, told the 
Daily  
that the 
charges 
were 
dropped
 because "at the
 time
 I 
thought that Rutherford had
 gone 
through enough and would change his 
teaching habits, but
 I guess he hasn't." 
She said she was unaware that the 
letters had been sent to Dumke's 
office, and did not know 
Peterson. 
She did not
 disapprove of 
Peterson's  
action, 
however. 
Peterson, 54, a member of the SJS 
faculty since 1947,
 led an ad hoc com-
mittee 
called  Professors for Responsible 
Conduct during 
the strike. The group 
opposed the walkout
 and circulated 
anti -strike petitions. 
Peterson 
told
 the Daily late 
yester-
day that he was not 
accusing
 Dr. Ruth-
erford  of misconduct, but wished all 
facts to be aired,
 including the two 
students' 
complaints. 
"What 
shocks  me is  
that I had 
to 
supply 
this 
information
 to the 
chan-
canoes office.
 Where was 
the  admini-
stration?" 
he said. 
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BUD WINTER, 
retiring  SJS track 
coach, with his prize pupil, Tommie 
Smith, holder of five
 world records. 
No. 91 
Universally
 
Acclaimed
 
Mentor
 
Closes 
30
-Year
 
Cinder
 
Career
 
By BILL GILBERT 
Daily 
Sports
 
Writer
 
After 30 
years  of producing cham-
pionship athletes and teams, Bud 
Winter, head San Jose State track 
coach, 
will retire at the end of the 
season, 
it
 was announced yesterday. 
Renowned as one of the best track 
coaches 
in
 the world, and the greatest 
sprint coach, Winter's proteges claim 
nearly all of the world sprint records 
from 50 yards up. 
In addition, his 1969 team is the cur-
rent defending NCAA champion and in 
1964 Winter's squad finished as the 
NCAA runner-up. 
Winter has been coaching for 36 
years, and came to SJS in 1940, as-
suming the duties of track coach and 
freshman football coach. Before com-
ing here, he spent four years at Wat-
sonville High School and three years 
at Salinas Junior College. 
Commenting on his decision, Winter 
said, "I've collected a wealth of mem-
ories watching athletes develop into 
men and champions and as successful 
citizens after 
they have been gradu-
A.S.
 
Council 
Refuses
 
To 
Consider
 
Prospective  
Appointments
 
Again  
By 
RENEE BAYER 
Daily 
Political 
Writer  
It 
was April Fools
 at yesterday's
 
AS.  Council meeting 
as council mem-
bers once again
 refused to consider the
 
five new 
appointments,  even 
after  the 
written  resignations
 of retiring coun-
cil members 
were presented. 
Voting  
against
 consideration of 
the appoint-
ments
 were councilmen
 Jeff Potts, 
Terry 
Speizer,  Bob Willich,
 Mike Buck-
ley and 
Mike Eklund. 
One 
prospective  appointee,
 Dan 
Ready,  questioned 
council's  actions 
and  
asked 
whether
 or not he 
should  return. 
"My 
advice is not to come
 back," 
stated chairman
 John Merz. 
His  rea-
soning 
behind  this was because 
Dan  
has been 
attending  the meetings for 
three 
weeks  with no action 
taken on 
the 
appointments
 and "the 
games  coun-
cil is 
playing.  As far 
as I'm con-
cerned, 
council  members 
can  find the 
prospective
 
appointees
 to question 
them 
if
 they are 
interested
 rather than
 
the 
appointees  coming
 to council
 meet-
ings," stated Merz. 
Randy
 Kern, 
personnel  
selection  of-
ficer, stated 
he will not 
make any 
more  
Student
 
Convocation  
Plans
 
Information
 
Meet  on Issues
 
Students  
with 
questions  
regarding
 
the possible 
imposition
 
of tuition,
 
the 
firing of Dr. Eldred 
Rutherford,
 or 
whether
 Acting 
President
 
Hobert 
Burns will become 
permanent
 
president
 
will have 
a chance to get
 
answers
 
at 
an 
informational
 meeting 
tentatively
 
scheduled for Tuesday, April 7, 
Meeting 
organizers  
Grady  
Robertson,
 
director 
of 
academic  affairs,
 
Dr.  
Ruth-
erford  and 
Academic Senate  
member  
C. M. "Mac" 
Larsen,
 also 
have
 
plans  
for a college -community involvement 
program.
 
"We 
hope this 
meeting
 
will  
generate  
into
 a week-long project 
including  com-
munity  discussions,"
 
said  
Robertson.  
"We want to get 
interested
 students
 
out into the east 
side community
 in 
particular. 
This
 college already reflects 
the middle-class  
community,
 and 
there 
Is
 a need 
for 
other  
viewpoints."  
The Tuesday meetingor convoca-
tionwill
 be an 
attempt
 to generate 
interest 
on the part of 
students
 for 
such
 a college -community project.
 
"There is a need to politicize 
the 
community involvement as 
well as the 
tuition issue," 
Robertson  continued. 
"There is 
a need for interpretation
 of 
what happened at the 
Trustees  meet-
ing, and at the 
grievance  committee 
hearing on Tuesday." 
The program 
will be devised by in-
terested students 
who  can work within 
the community to 
get an exchange of 
ideas between
 the college students 
and  
the
 
surrounding 
community.  
Robertson  
said. 
"This project
 will give the 
two  
ele-
ments
 
a chance to 
get together 
and 
talk,"
 
explained  Robertson. 
The
 
convocation
 will give 
Dr. Ruth-
erford
 an 
opportunity
 to 
speak, 
allow 
students
 
to ask
 about tuition, or to 
Inquire
 
about
 
any  
decisions  of the 
Trus-
tees 
they 
may  
not 
fully understand, 
he 
exemplified.
 
"The 
students
 
have  
a 
right for
 in-
terpretation
 of 
the
 
Trustees'
 decisions
 
that
 the 
press
 is 
unable  
to 
give  
them,"  
Robertson
 stated.
 
The
 time 
and place
 
of 
the 
meeting  
has 
not  yet been
 
announced,
 
recommendations  for 
appointments  to 
council. 
Ile  said the 
appointments  will 
be made 
through himself
 and given 
to A.S. President 
James 
Edwards  be-
cause 
"council
 is 
not acting in a re-
sponsible 
manner." 
Council 
members
 approved
 a $250
 
allocation  
request by 
the Sociology 160 
class
 for 'Tent City." 
This class proj-
ect
 will be for three 
days and nights 
next 
Wednesday,  Thursday
 and Friday.
 
The 
project  
will  
include discussions 
concerning
 high rent and 
inadequate 
housing
 in the campus area,
 employ-
ment, material
 consumption, 
values 
and 
sensitivity sessions. 
Sanitary  facili-
ties and 
food
 will be provided. 
This 
project
 is for the 
entire  campus 
com-
munity and 1000 to 
2000  students are 
expected at 'Tent
 City," according
 to 
a spokesman for the class, 
UNDERWRITING
 
OK'd
 
Council also approved
 an underwrit-
ing of a $2000 bond 
for the project 
with  the stipulation
 that any 
damage  
incurred 
will be the 
responsibility  of 
the class. 
Amendments
 to Act 23 
(Election 
Board)  were sent into the
 third read-
ing with only minor 
changes.  The 
amendments
 approved are: 1) The 
chairman, advisor, secretary and
 seven 
students
 at large shall sit in 
on
 hear-
ings of 
the election board. 2) The elec-
tion board secretary shall 
maintah
 
a 
record of 
the 
proceedings
 of all elec-
tion board meetings. 3) 
Five 
of
 the 
students -at -large shall be appointed
 
during the last 
four
 weeks of the Fall 
semester. 4) Election Board
 Members 
shall serve for a term of 
one  year and 
can only 
be removed by a 2/3 vote of 
student 
council. 
ACT 
50 
Amendments to Act 50 (College 
Union  Program Board) were 
sent
 back 
to the committee for revision after 
much deliberation and arguing. Action 
taken on the act prior to sending it 
back to the committee 
was removal 
of 
the  College Union director from the 
non voting 
members  and the 
voting 
members
 will include
 10 
students 
at 
large and one council 
member. 
A motion to have 
the attorney gen-
eral of 
SJS investigate the alleged 
discrepancies of 
AS.  executives
 elec-
tion was approved. 
Council also 
approved  a $70 request 
to 
send two students to a conference 
April 23 and 25 sponsored by the 
American Society of Engineering Edu-
cation.
 
After 
dinner,
 with only six members 
present,
 council 
approved four 
other 
allocations. 
These include: 1) $2300 to 
the Student Affairs Business Office for 
unforseen
 salaries and telephone
 and 
telegraph
 expenses. 
21
 
$200
 to the 
American  Institute of 
Industrial  Engi-
neers 
for current expenses
 only for the 
1970 
Cross Country 
Urban Competition
 
3)
 $131 to Moss 
Landing and 
4) $75 
to student 
ombudsman  Andy 
McDonald  
for 
operating  
expenses.
 
ated
 from San Jose State." 
His reason 
for  retiring, he stated, 
was that "I am very greatful
 to the 
administration, my colleagues and to 
the college for having been given this 
opportunity, but now I want to quit 
while I'm still young enough to enjoy 
retirement and do some of the other 
things I've always wanted to do." These 
other things include
 his two favorite 
hobbies, fishing and golf. 
Acting SJS President Hobert Burns 
said of Winter 
"Bud Winter is one 
of the great track coaches
 of all time. 
BUD WINTER 
... Retires 
from coaching 
One 
doesn't  
develop
 world 
class ath-
letes 
without
 
considerable
 ability.
 It's 
going to be 
very difficult 
to
 replace 
him." 
Dr.  Robert 
Bronzan,  Director 
of 
Intercollegiate  
Athletics,  said
 "Many 
persons,  on 
and  off 
campus,
 believe 
that the 
success  of our 
track and 
field 
teams
 was due 
to material 
advantages. 
The truth 
Is that such 
success is 
at-
tributable  to 
the 
enthusiasm,
 
dedica-
tion and 
technical 
expertise  of 
Bud."  
Among the 
top world 
class  athletes 
coached by 
Winter 
are  Tommie 
Smith,  Lee 
Evans, John
 Carlos, 
Ray 
Norton, 
Dennis  Johnson,
 Bobby 
Poyn-
ter, Jeff 
Fishback,  
Ed
 Burke, 
John 
Powell, 
Chris 
Papanincalou,
 
Ronnie
 
Ray 
Smith,  Kirk 
Clayton,  Sam 
Car-
uthers, 
Tom Dooley,
 Lloyd 
Murad,  and 
many more. 
At the 
1968  Olympic
 Games 
in 
Mexico
 City, SJS 
accounted 
for  more 
gold medals 
than the 
USSR
 in track 
and field. 
Also among
 his many 
laurels
 is his 
role
 in International
 track. He 
was an 
assistant 
coach  for the U.S.
 team in the 
1960 Rome 
Olympics,  an 
advisor
 to 
the 1964 Tokyo
 Olympics, a
 consultant 
to the 
Organizing
 Committee
 of the 
1968 Mexico 
City
 Olympics and 
a U.S. 
delegate
 to the 
International
 
Federa-
tion of Track Coaches. 
He also 
conceived  and 
headed
 the 
first International
 Track 
Coaches
 Clinic 
and the 
U.S.
 Athletic Clinic
 for the 
Promotion of 
International 
Goodwill 
for 
the State Department. 
Winter's  
accomplishments
 also go in-
to the area 
of writing, 
where  he has 
authored  four 
books. 
They  are: 
"So 
You Want 
To
 Be A 
Sprinter,"  
'The
 
Rocket 
Start,"
 "The Jet 
Sprint Relay
 
Pass,"  and "So 
You Want to 
be a High 
Jumper."
 
World  sprint 
records 
currently
 held 
by SJS 
athletes are 
numerous.
 They 
are: the 
50 yard dash
 by Clayton,
 a 
share of 
the 60 and the 100
 both by 
Carlos. 
Ronnie
 Ray Smith 
has a shriz 
of the 
100 meter mark.
 220 yards and 
200 meters
 both on the 
straightaway 
and on the curve, 
all by Tommie Smith,
 
the 400 
meter  dash by 
Evans,  and the 
880 
yard  and 800 meter relay 
marks.
 
Spartans  were also members of world 
record 
setting relay teams in 
the 1968 
Olympics. Ronnie Ray
 Smith was on 
the 400 meter 
quartet and Evans 
on
 
the 1600 meter relay
 team. SJS also 
holds  the American 
Record
 in the 440 
yard dash. 
Although
 a successor has 
not yet 
been
 named, speculation is that Win-
ter's assistant, Ernie Bullard, will have 
first crack 
at the head coaching spot. 
Bullard has 
been at SJS for two 
years and prior
 to that was head track 
coach at 
Mesa Community College in 
Mesa,  Ariz. While there 
his
 teams 
won two consecutive national junior
 
college  championships. 
United 
Front  Debate 
With 
War
-Related
 
Recruiters
 
Scheduled  
Three 
corporation
 
spokesmen
 
have
 
been 
scheduled  
for a 
debate  
with
 mem-
bers  of 
the 
United
 Front
 Against
 War 
Related
 
Recruiting,
 but 
there is 
still 
some 
question  
as to 
whether
 the 
de-
bate
 
will  
take place. 
The 
Radical  
Action 
Movement
 
(RAM),
 which 
is a part 
of the 
United 
Front  group,
 
published
 a 
Guest 
Room  
article  in 
the March
 31 
edition  of 
the 
Spartan  
Daily  in 
which 
it
 stated 
it 
would  not 
participate
 in the 
debate. 
RAM 
gave
 as its 
reason  for 
refusing 
to 
debate  the 
fact that
 the 
originally  
proposed
 date for the 
debate
 
(April  
15) 
is
 the same day
 as a 
planned
 na-
tionwide  
student  
strike
 
against
 the 
Vietnam  war. 
However,
 the 
proposed
 
debate
 has 
been 
changed  to 
April 16 
so as not
 to 
coincide 
with the 
war  protest.
 
RAM  
members  
were  not 
aware 
of
 the 
change 
in plans 
before  they 
submitted 
the 
article
 to the 
Spartan 
Daily. A 
RAM 
spokesman 
said yesterday 
that 
his 
group would 
have
 to meet 
some-
time 
this
 week to 
decide  whether
 or 
not they 
will participate
 in the 
debate.  
The  SJS 
Student
 Mobilization
 Com-
mittee to 
End the War
 in Vietnam 
iSMC)  is 
tentatively  planning
 a mas-
sive rally and 
march through
 down-
town
 San Jose
 as well 
as
 a strike 
for  
April 15. 
Mage 
Case Closed; 
Charges
 
Dismissed
 
Charges 
of unprofessional conduct 
and other 
American  Federation of 
Teachers i 
AFT)  strike -related 
charges  
by 
the Chemical Engineering
 Depart-
ment against Dr. David
 Mage, assistant 
professor of 
chemical  engineering,
 have 
been
 dismissed and the case closed. 
Dismissal of the charges was de-
cided on March 25 when the Disciplin-
ary 
Action
 Hearing Committee met and 
deliberated on a decision relative to a 
motion 
made 
by John 
Thorne,  attorney 
for 
Dr.  
Mage, to dismiss the charges. 
The hearing committee felt that al-
though certain
 attitudes and
 actions of 
striking
 
faculty during the 
AFT strike 
on 
this campus
 were objectionable,
 
the 
question 
of
 redress can only 
be settled 
in principle, with equal sanctions for 
identical
 infractions by the Academic 
Council and/or 
the school's highest ad-
ministrative echelons, 
"If this matter is left to the discre-
tion of deans and departmental chair-
men, then last year's striker may be-
come this year's candidate for dismis-
sal in 
one department  and 
for 
promo-
tion in another," stated a 
memorandum  
to Dr. Mage and Dr. Johnk from the 
hearing committee.  
The 
obvious requirement to have the 
entire faculty subject to the same pro-
fessional obligations as well as to 
the  
same 
penalties
 for 
failure
 to meet the 
latter alone compelled the Hearing 
Committee to dismiss the 
charges 
against Dr.
 
Mage. The only justifiable 
reason for 
disciplinary
 action would 
be 
proven commitment 
of particularly se-
vere violations on 
the  part of Dr. Mage,
 
continued the memorandum.
 The com-
mittee declared 
that this is clearly not 
the case. 
As a matter of 
fact, Dr. Mage's 
strike-associated actions 
 although 
certainly not beneficial to 
either the 
school or his students  
seem  to have 
caused less
 hardship and 
loss of in-
struction  than those of 
most
 others, 
according to the 
Hearing Committee. 
According
 to Dr. Mage, this is the 
third  
time
 the 
case  
has
 been 
dropped: 
once 
last
 May and once In 
September.  
"I 
hope
 It will be 
dropped for 
good," 
he
 concluded. 
Thorne's
 motion
 
was
 presented
 at 
the 
March  
20 
disciplinary
 
hearing
 
at
 the 
conclusion  of 
evidence
 
by
 Dr. 
Robert  
Johnk,
 chairman
 
of the 
Chemical
 
Engi-
neering
 
Department.
 
The 
hearing.
 
which  lasted
 
ten 
hours, 
was 
postponed
 
until  last
 
Monday
 to 
enable 
Dr. 
Mage  
to
 
present
 the
 
remainder
 of 
his  case.
 
The 
postponed
 
hearing  
didn't
 
recon-
vene.  
The 
committee
 
ruled  
that the only 
charge
 
leveled
 
against  
Dr. 
Mage
 
which  
is 
not 
directly  
related
 to 
the 
strike,
 
that 
of 
dishonesty,
 was
 in no 
way  sub-
stantiated
 
by 
the evidence presented. 
Any record
 of, or reference to, 
the 
charges will 
be removed from 
all per-
sonnel
 files of 
Dr.  
Mage
 in 
compliance
 
with the disciplinary action 
procedures.
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Use  
Extreme
 Care 
-Tartan 
Daily 
applauds  
the  compromise  
reached
 between 
Survival.
 
Faire  
rrpo 
o-entati%
 
es and 
College
 
Union  
Director
 
Ron  
Barrett regarding
 the 
bill
 
for 
11,wc:es  to 
the
 
College  I 
Mon
 during 
"Survial  
Week.-
.
 helieNe
 
that  
the 
(original
 bill
 
four
 
S779.36
 
presented  
to 
Sunhat 
Faire  or-
ganizers
 
'11 kali 
unwarranted
 and unrealistic.
 
While 
the 
Fairy's
 
actkities
 
admittedly  
were  the focus of 
attention
 
in the l i lll 
during
 
"Stirs  
is
 al 
Week."  it is 
unrealistic to 
assume 
that
 
everyone  who 
entered 
the
 
building
 
was  
connected
 
with.
 or attending.
 Survival Faire.
 
Therefore,
 to 
charge  
the 
Faire's
 
organizers 
with 
es
 cry 
cost
 
incurred  
during the 
week  
would
 not 
be
 
right.
 
In 
rex 
ieuing the 
original  
decision.
 
Barrett
 has taken 
a more
 realistic 
approach.  
He 
has 
recognized
 
that 
theft
 is a year-round problem in 
the 
College Union,
 as 
is %%ear
 and 
tear 
on 
furniture
 
and  
other  fixtures, and 
is
 not 
something  that only. 
alTompanies
 es ents
 of this
 type. 
Sun is
 
it Faire
 
representatives
 have voiced satisfaction
 with 
the reduced settle-
ment  and 
indicate  
they will  pay their 
share. 
We 
are  
no distressed_
 
however. 
with
 
action 
being taken by the College
 Union 
Board of 
Gosernors.  aimed 
at reducing Union
 responsibility 
for damages which
 
orcur 
during activities
 of this 
type.  
W 
Idle their idea of groups
 posting a contingency
 fund in advance 
which  would 
cover 
possible damages while 
their  oganization is using 
the Union seems fair, we 
are 
uorried  that a -bond" 
of
 this type
 could prevent worthwhile activities from 
taking 
place. due to simple 
economics.
 
Planning  and 
carrying out a 
program
 of 
this type 
is usually done on 
a icry limited 
budget.  
Wt urge the CUBG to be extremely
 
careful
 in 
wording
 such a 
resolution,  so 
as 
not 
to make a large budget a necessity
 for using the Union. 
Gitest Room
 
'Rock'
 
Alternative
 to 
Athletics?
 
By ART 
I am 
con\
 41(1.0 an 
appropriate
 alterna-
Ike to 
intercollegiate  
athletic-
 
at 
san
 Jose 
It.  College
 is periodic
 Rock 
Ft-tisals  
if hid!, 
1011111 ht. held for 
example,  at our 
-I ,r
 South Campus site.
 Such 
events 
tniAt he scheduled  
earls  
in the 
fall 
,entt-ttr  and late its the 
spring ,ente-ter 
asoill inclement weather. They 
might 
al.., he 
jomits
 ,ponsored by such other 
meeth " in,t it to ion-
 at San Francisco State, 
Has %%art!, etc. 
\ lid we are needy.
 If we 
IA11 1.111 
['Malian
 ganifS
 !WWII 
to
 ten 
in isIs hut' to get the opponents we 
\shy  not suliedule one 
or more 
rock 
fettkal- a tiir in advance to get the per-
formtr. NW want? 
Al -o. 1 don't like what's happening to 
The Music,  As Proctor Lippincott put it 
in a 
reecnt
 of 
"Midi  e" 
magazine.
 
le 
IS, -it 
around
 grill is 
ing,  the rock 
mogul-
 are cleaning up and using
 our 
breatl  to influence charts 
anti
 control the 
'stars' . . .and 
telling
 us the resolution  
1111.:111. buying 
their stuff! If this 
is
 It 
halts. v.lo,
 is 
it
 that the 
same  
corporations  
which  arc robbing 
Latin  America of 
mim 
ens I.. oil 
and sugar are the 
same  corpora-
tion, 
ishich
 are packaging 
and selling our 
resolution'  back to 
its? Dig it. 
Everybody
 
look
 
hats
 going 
down..." 
Let's  take the 
rock
 festival out 
of the 
hands of 
the capitalists, and 
if money is to 
be made, let
 it be put into
 our A.S. ac-
count  whcre 
it could he 
used  for 
additional  
financial
 aid to all 
student, to 
offset wi-
t'  , EDP.
 imponed 
health !WM ices, 
pol-
luti(4n
 project,.
 and upgrading
 the 
library.
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Incidentally.  a 
projected 
net  income 
of 
$2.343,000
 was 
anticipated
 from 
a relative-
ly 
small  
investment  
of
 $352,000
 for the
 
Monterey
 festival
 initially
 planned
 for 
last 
March. 
This  was 
snuffed 
out by 
the 
Monterey  
County 
Board  of 
Super-
visors.
 
It 
seems  they 
feared 
too many
 
people 
might 
show  up.
 Of 
course  they
 
don't 
get too 
perturbed
 about 
the tens 
of 
thousands
 that
 show 
up
 for 
Laguna  
Seca.) 
For the sake 
of 
relativity,
 
the 
$352,000
 
compares 
with 
a total of 
$810,000 
in the 
A.S. 
budget
 
and  $151,000 plus 
spent  on 
Inicrcollegiate
 
Athletics,  
which 
by
 the 
way,
 is a 
complete  
loss. 
Most 
Rock 
groups  
will  play 
for half
 
price  when 
playing 
for 
non-profit  
enter-
prises,
 which 
we are, 
and 
therefore
 we 
wouldn't
 have to 
charge  
outrageous  
prices.
 
and 
at
 the same
 time 
could 
obtain  some
 
significant
 talent. 
It could 
lw a 
beautiful  
thing: 
a "gilt 
its' it 
together."  
Of
 course.
 fraternity
 and
 sorority
 types
 
might
 get 
upset  about
 the 
whole  
thing,  
you
 know,
 no 
athletics  
and  stuff,
 so I 
thought
 we might
 suggest
 a festival
 to be 
called
 the San Jose 
State  College 
Univer-
sity 
Homecoming  
Rock 
Festival  with 
the 
usual
 traditions,
 Le., 
Homeconsing
 Queen, 
etc. 
For 
patriotic 
and religious
 nuts, 
we 
might
 have 
Jose
 Feliciano
 sing his 
version  
of the
 "Star 
Spangled  
Banner"
 and 
the 
invocation
 Ity 
Norman 
Greenbaum
 with 
"Spirit in 
the Sky" 
or
 maybe the 
Birds 
with 
"Jesus is 
Just
 Alright 
With Me." 
That 
should
 
placate
 just 
about  
everybody  
ex-
cept 
"old  flattop 
and his trojan
 football."
 
And  speaking
 of football
 just what
 is it, 
anyway?  
Well.  a man 
who should
 know 
because 
he
 was a 
former  athletic
 director 
anti is now 
the State 
Superintendent
 of 
Public  Instruction
 states flatly 
that "foot-
ball
 
is 
war without killing"
 and 
that
 "we 
humans are 
war lovers." I%X  
ell, not quite. 
The  American Football
 Coaches Associa-
tion
 
reports that on the average 
about  20 
men 
die 
each year
 from injuries 
resulting
 
directly from 
football  games or practice. 
Of
 
course,
 the number of those 
maimed
 
in the 
hundreds.)  
Rock 
nmsie 
is an 
integral part of 
the 
-counterculture:"
 the Peace
 Culture. it is 
the turbulent medium which so frequently
 
carries
 
the message. And 
the message 
ju 
vehemently
 anti.war. 
Burt
 Korall 
writes
 in 
-Saturday
 Review" 
(1%8) of the 
music  
that 
"the cry 
is
 
for  action and 
answers
 that 
will allow
 us 
to
 get
 oust
 of this century 
alive"
 
ellMilLINM.m016 
'rts   ,, 
at_it-
eto  
".
 . . Because
 our 
bombing
 runs 
over 
North  
and  
Sou'h  Vietnam 
were so 
successful  
in containing
 
Communist  
aggression
 ..." 
Thrust
 and 
Parry 
Jews;
 
Daily  
`Slant';
 YAF 
'Jewish
 
Recognition'
 
Editor:
 
I am 
a foreign
 student
 who 
also 
happens
 
to be a 
Jew. 
Having  
been
 at San
 Jose 
State 
College
 for 
three  
years,
 I have
 seen 
many 
different  
groups
 
organized.
 It 
made  me 
won-
der why 
there 
shouldn't
 be 
an
 organization
 
in 
which  all the 
Jewish 
students  from 
foreign  
countries  
could
 have a 
common  
interest.  
It wasn't 
until  last 
semester  
when
 my Jew-
ish 
friends and 
I felt
 that there 
were
 enough 
of us to 
start thinking
 about 
establishing  an 
organization. 
One would
 probably ask
 why we 
should  
form 
another organization
 while there are 
still  
other
 Jewish groups on 
campus. The only 
thing 
that distinguishes 
us
 from the other 
Jewish  groups is 
the 
fact
 that
 not 
only  are 
we Jews, 
but  also citizens of different 
coun-
tries and cultures. Thus we got 
organized in 
a group named International 
Jewish  Student 
Organization. 
Fortunately,  last week school 
officials agreed with our idea of having an 
organization and 
recognized
 us. 
Our main goal is to help one another in all 
possible ways and to understand one another's 
point of view about every matter in which we 
are interested and which concerns us. We are 
also curious about finding 
out  the different 
ways our religion is practiced by people from 
different countries. Another important aspect 
of our goal is to learn
 more about Judaism as 
a culture,
 rather than merely a 
religion. 
We
 would welcome all students
 who might 
be 
interested
 in our goals and would like to 
join 
us.  We are celebrating
 our recognition 
by
 
having a 
friendly party which
 will be held on 
Saturday, April
 4 at 8 p.m, in the
 Jewish 
Student  Center, at 47 S. 
Fifth  St. 
Fred Hakimian 
International 
Jewish Student
 Organization
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'Opinionized
 
Make-up'
 
Editor: 
Your editorial of 
March 16, that the 
un-
justifiable
 device of 
tuition is being 
instituted  
amid student 
apathy,  seemed accurate.
 What 
you may 
have  overlooked is 
the  Daily's own 
contribution
 to this apathy. 
It 
is my opinion that the 
Daily 
should  
be
 a 
newspaper of the 
students; printing news 
which is of interest and importance
 to the 
students. It is evident from the 
emphasis  your 
paper gives certain news 
items  that your own 
political opinions 
are of more concern in 
determining 
make-up than interest and impor-
tance to your readership. 
Mr. 
Turner  states  in the March 16 tuition 
article that there is a lack 
of organized stu-
dent opposition to 
tuition.  He says that the 
students are 
"...caught
 up in the controversy 
surrounding fired professor Dr. Eldred E. 
Rutherford
 ... 
(and  
have) 
...  all but 
ignored
 
the issue 
..."
 
What has the Dal* done to remedy this 
situation? It plays a demonstration which in-
volved at most 300 
SJS  students for its main 
story and devotes
 fully two thirds of the front 
page to 
articles
 of 
interest
 to students 
inter-
ested in radical
 politics and slogans.
 The tui-
tion article is 
generously given the 
bottom
 of 
the 
front 
page,  
Has the Daily forgotten 
that it has a reader-
ship? 
If not, haw can it 
Justify playing an 
article  of concern to a 
few
 students above 
(far 
above . . . day in and day
 out) articles 
of 
direct
 Interest to each girl 
every  student? 
Why 
is it that whenever there 
are 
three  or 
more 
radical students gathered
 together, there 
you will 
find
 a Daily 
reporter  taking 
down  
every word and a 
front 
page story 
the  
next
 
day? 
I am not 
suggesting  
that
 
the  Daily 
ignore 
or suppress 
news  
of 
these  activitios. The 
stu-
ilonta
 
have  
a right to know
 of these 
events
 
as 
well
 as any other 
event of student
 concern. 
The criteria
 is, however, 
student
 concern. I 
am 
sure that tuition 
is of more 
concern
 than 
the 
radicals' 
hi -weekly demonstration. 
If stu-
dent
 participation 
is the criteria
 of news value
 
then the Hare Krishna
 rally was of more 
im-
portance  than 
the anti
-Reagan
 
demonstration.  
If
 the students
 are not 
aroused
 about 
tuition  
perhaps it 
is because 
they know 
so little about
 
it. 
If they are 
ill-informed,
 then the 
Daily 
must 
take
 a large 
share of 
the  blame. 
For 
many
 students 
living 
around
 campus
 the Daily
 
is their 
only
 student
 oriented 
news 
source.
 
Perhaps  it is 
time that
 the Daily
 accept 
its 
responsibility  
as a 
newspaper.  
Perhaps  it 
is 
time  that 
the Daily 
confine 
its  
opinionizing
 to 
the 
editorial  
page and
 not 
to
 its 
make-up 
practices.
 
Perhaps
 it 
is time
 that 
the 
Daily  
quit 
being 
oversensitive
 
to the
 freely
 given
 
criticism
 
of
 
certain
 
minority  
organizations.
 
Perhaps 
it is 
time  
that
 the 
Daily became
 a 
newspaper,
 
printing  
news,  
and
 not a 
publicity
 
sheet  
reporting
 the
 activities
 of a 
certain 
few. 
Ronald
 Rives
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Editor's  
Note:
 Mr. 
itiVet4 
le 
mistaken  
in 
his 
criticism
 of the
 Daily
 for 
Its  
front
 page 
coverage  
of the
 tuition
 story.
 It 
was  the 
largest 
story 
in the 
paper 
on the
 day 
in 
question.
 It was 
plaeed
 
arum, the 
bottom of 
the 
page  
solely
 for 
the 
porpose  of 
setting
 It 
off 
in a 
hos,
 with 
a six
-column  
headline.
 And 
the 
Daily's 
editorial
 urged 
student
 action 
to 
prevent
 tuition
 from 
becoming
 a 
reality.
 
Unreptiblik
 
Students'
 
Editor: 
Most
 
organizations
 on 
this 
campus
 have
 the 
courage  of 
their 
convictions  
to
 have 
their  po-
lemics 
signed by 
a 
member;
 that 
is,  except 
for 
Yellow  
After
 the 
Fact.  What 
is a YAFer
 
afraid of; 
maybe 
that
 some 
righteous  
Black  
brother 
might cut 
him, some 
Chicano 
might  
consign
 him at 
paredon, 
some
 of my 
people 
might use 
him  to 
ressurect
 our 
ancient  prac-
tice 
of
 hair lifting?
 All this 
might  be true,
 
but I think 
YAF is Just 
too  damned 
ashamed
 
of their 
stinko  article. 
I don't 
think  it very 
unpolitical
 to close 
the 
Union  to recruiters,
 especially if one
 
might
 accidentally fall
 off the roof 
while  
some of Ray
 Blackmore's myrmidons
 were ex-
plaining
 his civil rights 
to him. I can think 
of no better
 place to put the Daily 
after I've 
read it 
and  used it for my mice 
than in the 
trash. If the handsome Hitler 
is
 so 
popular  
with
 the plebs, how come they 
didn't
 
show
 
up 
Friday to listen 
to his speech from the 
pill 
box, next to the machine gun nest,
 inside the 
bomb shelter  
at the pig 
sty?  
Four  
hundred  
anti's 
plus  100 vopos still  does 
not  
equal
 a 
YAF. 
Go ahead baby and expand, if you 
can, 
the 
violences of is minority of unrepublik
 
students 
and I can 
hurl
 a roll of 
atrocities
 at 
your 
red neck face from
 
Miles  
Standish
 
through 
Sand 
Creek,  Wounded Knee, 
ad
 
nauseam.
 If 
Agnew, Reagan, and Robert 
Sheldon
 
think 
they can determine
 the 
future 
of 
the  Ameri-
can University system, let 
them 
try. 
Let  them 
try. "Pleased to meet
 you, 
hope 
you've
 guessed 
my 
name." 
S41111
 
Amlot,
 Plaint
 
Cue
 
A12633 
EDITOR'S 
NOTE-  The Thrust and 
Parry  section of the 
ditorial
 page offers 
students
 and 
faculty
 a 
chance
 
to
 
express 
their  views on 
campus,
 
local, national 
or inter-
national
 issues. Soace is 
allowed
 to encourage
 written 
debate On 
such 
current
 affairs.
 
Contributions
 
to 
Thrust and Parry 
must  
not
 exceed 250 words,
 
must  be 
typewritten,  double 
spaced
 within 
45
-space
 
margins  
and properly
 signed
 with 
the 
writer's  
name
 
and 
faculty 
or 
ASI3  number.  
The 
Daily  
will not print
 
letters 
which
 
are 
libelous,
 in poor 
taste or 
include
 a 
personal
 
attach.
 
The editor 
reserves 
the  right to edit or cut 
letters
 
to 
conform
 to 
space 
limitations  and 
to cease 
publication
 
of 
letters 
dealing 
with subjects 
he
 
believes
 
have 
been 
yds/lusted.
 

 
E
 
Besides
 
pa,sing 
machinery 
to
 
impose  
tuition
 
on 
the
 state 
colleges,  the 
Board
 of 
Trustees
 
decided
 
to retain 
Chancellor  
Glenn  
S. 
D  
ke. 
Retainment
 
can't.
 after 
a two and 
(Ine-
half
 hour
 
closed
-door
 
executise  session. 
Trustee
 
William
 
A. 
Norris.  
a Dumke
 
asked  
for 
the 
D  
ke 
resiew.
 
The 
two 
pre%
 
ailing 
eriticit.ms
 of I)  
ke 
were: 
 
his 
call
 for
 
support
 for acting 
Fresno  
State  
College
 
President
 
Karl  
Falk,  
accused
 
by
 
student
 
and 
faculty  
leaders
 
of
 
rtttuniisg  
the
 
campus  
through
 
"power
 and 
fear."
 
-- 
and 
his 
usurpation
 
of 
Acting
 SJS
 
President
 
Hobert
 W. 
Burns'
 
autonomy
 by 
firing  
Prof. 
Eldred
 E. 
Rutherford
 
for 
al-
kg:41 
"political
 
reasons."
 
In 
the 
Dr. 
Rutherford
 
affair,  
if the
 fac-
ulty 
grievance
 
committee
 
finds  
that  
Dr.  
Duntke
 acted
 
improperly
 and 
reinstates
 
Dr. 
Rutherford, 
the 
Chancellor
 can 
appeal
 
to 
a 
statewide
 
faculty 
panel. 
The 
panel's  
decision  
will 
be 
final.  
* 
* 
* 
Besides 
retaining
 the 
Chancellor.
 1111. 
trustees  
failed  to 
make  
one  of 
the
 most 
im-
portant
 
decisions  
in
 recent 
SJS 
history:  
the 
appointment
 
of
 a 
permanent
 
president
 
to 
replace  
Dr.  
Robert
 Clark.
 
The 
atmosphere
 at the
 Los 
Angeles 
trustee
 meeting
 
permeated
 100 
to 1 
odds
 
against
 the 
appointment
 
of
 Dr. 
Burns  to 
the 
post.  
Who
 along
 with 
Dr. 
Burns  
has
 been 
recommended
 
is a 
well
-kept 
secret. 
But 
there
 are 
rumors  
that
 Dr. 
John 
Gilhaugh  
is one. 
If the
 
trustees
 
appoint  
Dr. 
Gilbaugh,  
they
 will 
only 
be
 rippling
 
already
 
troubled  
waters.
 
Dr.  
Burns
 has 
the 
support  
and 
trust  of 
most 
students,
 
faculty
 and 
administrators.
 
He 
is 
receptive
 to 
student
 needs
 and 
prob-
lems. 
He
 has 
organized
 his 
administrators
 
to be 
more 
receptive
 to 
students,  
and  that 
is the 
name 
of the 
game. 
If 
Dr.  
Gilbaugh
 is 
appointed,
 there 
can  
only
 he 
trouble
 at 
SJS. 
If 
the trustees
 want
 to 
control
 
campus
 
upheaval
 as they 
espouse, 
then Dr. 
Burns 
should
 be 
appointed  
and
 soon. 
Staff  
Comment
 
'Screwy
 
Vote'  
By 
MIKE
 
NOLAN  
A.S. 
Council  
reached
 the 
height
 of 
asin-
inity
 
shortly
 
before
 
Easter  
vacation  
when 
it 
refused
 to 
allocate
 
money  
to 
enable  
various
 SJS
 
coaches
 to 
travel 
to the 
NCAA 
championships
 in 
their 
respective
 
sports 
 
hut 
did  
grant
 funds
 for 
the 
athletes.
 
In  a 
kind 
of 
left-handed,
 
illogical
 was,
 
if 
you  
can
 
really
 
stretch
 
things  in 
your  
imagination,
 
it
 
wouldn't  
have 
been 
so 
screwy
 if 
the 
council  
had 
refused  
to alio-
cate
 
money  
for 
Spartan 
teams
  period. 
The
 
council
 at 
least 
could  
have  
fabri-
cated  
some
 
sort
 of 
high-sounding
 excuse
 
for
 
its 
action,
 
similar
 to the many attacks, 
both
 
justified
 and 
unjustified,  on 
athletics
 
in 
vogue 
during  
recent  
semesters.  
But 
athletes  
without
 coaches?
 That
 is 
just a 
little 
too 
way out  far, far out. 
It not only borders
 on the ridiculous
  it 
is ri,dici I 1;8; 
V. hat
 i b 
good can deselop front 
the 
council's 
action? What
 can possibly 
justifs this "strictly bush" action, as SJS 
Athletic 
Director  Dr. Robert Bronzan so 
aptly  termed 
it. 
Dr. Bronzait's
 comment that
 the 
council's
 
nonsensical maneuver would  
set 
back
 SP.; 
athletics
 :to
 years 
was  true  except that it 
might 
he more like 50 
years.  
What
 kind of an 
athlete
 would attend 
SJS  when this 
school's  own 
student
 council 
is doing
 every-thing it 
can 
to 
wreck 
the
 
foundation
 of a 
successful
 
athletic 
pro-
gram.
 
Anyone wills 
experience
 in 
organized
 
athletics
 
knows that 
a 
good
 coach is in-
valuable
 to the 
success
 of 
most
 
teams.  
'Trying to ruin a 
team
 
without  a 
coach 
is like trying 
to drive
 
an
 
auto
 
.....  
bile  
with 
a 
horse  instead of 
an 
etighte.
 
But then, 
perhaps
 
the
 student 
council.
 
in its 
own  
wise  
way, is 
trying
 to 
put  
SJS 
athletics
 back in 
the
 
horse
 and 
boggy  
days 
anyway. 
The 
emmeil has
 
merle
 a 
fine 
start.  
Action 
by
 Acting
 
President  Burns
 
Thursday,  
April  2, 1970 
SPARTAN DATLT-11 
News Review 
Expected
 
Shortly
 
in 
Abuse
 
Case
 I 
Defendant's
 
Actions
 
Condemned  
By FRANK
 
FERTADO
 
Daily10111  
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EDITOR'S 
NOTE:  NalllYs 
of 
parties involved 
in t his ValI 
were not used miner 
the 
A.S. 
Judiciary Is 
not  a legal 
court.
 
Feminine
 jealousy
 interaea
 en 
with 
racial  
overtones
 was
 ex-
pounded
 Tuesday
 at a 
lengthy 
hearing 
by the 
Associated
 Stu-
dents 
(A.S.)  
Judiciary.  
The 
plaintiff,  
a Black 
female 
student.  
charged  
that she 
was 
physically  
assaulted 
by the 
de-
fendant, a 
White female 
student,  
while  
attending
 a 
class  in 
late
 
February. 
Judiciary  
comfit
 et ed dli
 be l'a-
tiOrlti 
on the 
case
 after 
hearing 
nearly three 
hours of testimony.
 
However, 
since 
deliberations  
are  
held in 
closed sessions,  the 
text
 
of their 
recommendation  is 
not 
known,  
The 
Judiciary's 
recommenda-
tion of 
appropriate  action will 
be
 
forwarded to Acting 
President
 
Dr. 
Hobert
 Burns through the 
dean of 
students
 office. In 
turn.
 
Dr. Burns 
will  make a final de-
cision on 
the case in 
approxim-
ately a week. 
PENALTIES
 
If found
 guilty, 
the defendant
 
can  be 
expelled.  
suspended,
 or 
placed
 on 
probation.  
She has 
been 
charged  
with 
Section
 
41301e
 
of the 
California 
Administrative
 
Code
  
"physical
 
abuse 
on
 or  
off 
college 
property,"  
and  section 
13f4 
of the 
SJS 
Statement  
nn 
Student  
Rights
 and 
Respon-  i hi lit
 ies --
"cielibera 
fel,/  
causing 
any
 physi-
cal  injury 
to
 another 
person." 
In 
testimony
 
before 
the 
Judici-
ary, the
 defendant
 
admitted  she 
had struck 
the
 
plaintiff on the 
head
 with 
her 
hand.  She 
added 
that the 
plaintiff
 then be,-
 eii-
ing her names with 
r. I, 
im-
plications 
and allegedly
 tie eat-
ened 
her.  "She
 this hit me 
across 
the stomach
 
with  
a 
stick."
 the 
defendant explained. 
The defendant
 said she
 had 
been
 informed 
that she could
 also 
sign a complaint
 against the
 
plaintiff but 
had  decided against
 
it. 
"I would like
 to forget 
the 
whole 
thing 
happened."
 
she said. 
Describing 
the incident as a 
racial  one, the plaintiff
 remarked, 
"She could not stand
 to see a 
Black woman 
touch her White 
boyfriend." 
Seseral of the aitnesses 
said 
that they felt the incident w 
is 
merely over "feminine jealousy." 
The defendant claimed
 she re-
peatedly tried to tell 
the plaintiff 
that 
color  
had nothing to 
do 
with 
it. 
NUDE 
SIODEL  
According  to ti,t 
mmy,  the in-
cident  ne, urc al 
in 
lit,'
 February
 
daring :in .111 
A 
IP.,..
 
'.1 U
- d e n t ,
 
boyfriend  of the 
it
  
was 
mod, line I.,  :1 , 
Gauze and 
ei 
over his mei 
 Dee. 
;eel  
all 
to dry in ordel I 
fJiTrt the 
ce 
it was 
re( ;ii 
The
 
plaintitt
 reported!, 
one of three women 
Men
 
w,i'kin,.n
 
I 
i. 
pro!. ie 
she  
explaired that it ' 
te 
keep 
the 
model
 1- 
t - 
able and 
alert  ere 
common
 
in 
thi:
 
sionally,
 she 
would  
h1,1  up  
head 
and ask 
him  how 
he
 wi,s 
feeling,
 she 
said.  
When 
the 
defendant's
 
boy-
friend net oe 
ie : h 
she 
expected she die  
an
 
looking
 Cot him 
hint  
in the 
art  
room.
 she explained 
that she entered
 the room to 
find 
out when he would be finished. 
"I walked
 in the room and 
found her (the 
plaintiff)  fondling 
his cheek and 
playing with his 
hair. 
the  defendant said emo-
tionally. "I then got upset and 
told her 'take your hands off him 
or I'll slap you.' " 
'ALL OVER' 
The plaintiff reportedly re-
sponded, "You should have been 
here earlier. We had our hands 
all over him." 
The defendant then 
left  the 
room. She returned an hour later, 
again to ask when her boyfriend 
would be finished, she noted. 
While the defendant was in the 
room  for the second time, the 
plaintiff 
reportedly  walked up to 
the model, leaned over his 
shoulder and asked how he was 
feeling. "I then felt a blow on the 
head," the plaintiff said. "When 
I 
looked
 up, she 
i 
the 
defendant
 
infermed me that
 she had hit 
The plaintiff admitted
 she be-
came angry
 and 
picked  up a 
stick
 with which she 
intended  
to 
hit
 the
 defendant.
 She 
claims  
that a 
male student  
in
 the class 
grabbed 
her 
and 
prevented
 her 
from hitting the defendant. The 
instructor,
 who 
was in 
the room 
at the time,
 later testified he 
did not 
see the 
plaintiff
 hit 
the  
defendant
 with 
the stick. 
Claiming 
she had been 
struck 
with the stick, the defendant
 said 
she had a red mark for a short 
time after the 
incident.
 The de-
fendant's
 
boyfriend,
 another wit-
ness in the case, said he PTIW his 
girlfriend being struck by the 
stick. He added that she later 
had a 
welt
 on her 
stomach.  
The defendant said 
she  felt the 
plaintiff was flirting with 
her 
boyfriend. However, later testi-
mony by the instructor 
affirmed
 
that the plaintiff was only doing 
her job. 
A 
unanimous
 
decision  by 
the 
Supreme
 Court 
Tuesday  
upheld
 
the
 right  
of trial 
judges 
to
 deal 
with 
unruly 
defendants  by 
charg-
ing 
them 
with  
contempt.
 remov-
ing them 
from the 
courtroom
 and 
as "a 
last 
resort"
 shackling
 and 
gagging them.
 
In an 
opinion 
clearly
 addressed 
to the 
trial 
disruptions
 of 
recent  
months.  
Justice
 Hugo 
Black  said 
"Our
 
courts,
 palladiums 
of
 lib-
erty 
is they 
are, 
cannot  be 
treated
 
disrespectifully
 with
 im-
punity." 
The ruling was
 given in the 
case  of 
William
 Allen. 
of Chi-
cago, 
whose 10-30 
year  sentence 
in a 
tavern 
robbery
 was thrown
 
out in U.S. 
Circuit  Court 
last 
July 
because
 Allen had 
been re-
moved
 from the 
courtroom.  
Justice Black said 
Allen lost 
his 
Sixth  
Amendment
 right to be 
present
 because he 
kept 
misbe-
having despite
 warnings from 
the 
trial
 
judge.
 
Food
 
Stamp  Legislation Due? 
ity 
SANDY(
 
ICIMKAIRD  
Doily  Stilt 
Writer  
Debate  among county welfare 
officials over college students' eli-
gibility for food 
stamps
 is reflect-
ed 
in
 proposed
 legislation  
in the 
House 
of Representatives.
 
Currently
 under 
consideration
 
ny 
the  
House 
Committee
 
on
 Agri-
culture 
is a Food 
Stamp bill 
which 
includes  two 
amendments  
relative to college
 students. 
One  
proposes
 a method
 of 
determining
 
a student's eligibility
 for food 
stamps. If the 
student is listed 
College
 
Community
 
Oldsters
 
Feel
 
Presence
 
of
 
Discourteous
 
Students
 
By 
FRED  
IIENIPV
 
Dully  
Feature  
Writ 
er
 
The 
area  
surroundine 
the sets 
campus
 is 
overcrowded
 
understatement.
 
Th
 
ei,,,
 
dents
 
cause-
 is °tarn 
leriene
 out 
the 
little-known,
 
re 
elected
 
and 
often  
elderly  
segment
 
of
 the 
pop-
ulation
 we 
might 
refer
 to 
as
 per-
manent  
residents.
 
Forty  
years 
ago 
the 
area 
around  
the
 college
 was
 the 
place  
to live.
 Today,
 the 
former  
eight  
room 
mansions  
have  
become  
eight  
unit
 
apartments
 
with as 
many 
as 
25 
students  
inhabiting
 them.
 
Sixth
 St. 
between 
E. 
William  
and 
San 
Salvador  
streets  is 
part 
of the
 college
 
community.  
At one 
time
 the 
street  was 
totally 
resi-
dential.  
Now.
 half the
 block is 
apartments
 
and  the 
other 
half  is 
leased
 housing 
available to 
col-
lege 
students,  
Three 
original  
resi-
dents 
remain. 
Mrs. Ray 
Hogue,
 440 S. 601 
St , 
feels that 
students attending
 S 
have just recently
 "made their 
presence
 
telt."  
She
 remembers 
when streets 
were cleaner .111,1 
there  
was  no need 
to 
park
 
en II, 
streets. 
Unimaginable!  
"N 
iv 
I 
hey 
park 
on my lawn," she lanielie 
One 
student  used her 
eoridee 
A resident for 20 years.
 Mrs. 
E. R. 
Rodgers,  413 
S.
 6th Se. 
feels
 
that
 
the 
student 
of 20 years 
ago was  
a 
neater,  better -groomed 
individual
 
than  
today's
 
students.
 
"The 
area 
was 
safer; I used to 
walk 
all 
around
 the 
community
 
at 
night and 
think  nothing
 of it. 
We'd 
even
 
sleep  
in 
the backyard 
on 
hot 
nights.
 
People
 
were 
friendlier." 
Mrs. Glass,
 
manager
 of the 
Century
 
House,
 468 
S. 
6th 
St..  
says 
the 
college
 
student
 
today
 
goes 
to excess 
with  
everything.
 
"Sex,  
drugs
 . 
. . 
you
 
name
 
it, 
there's
 too 
mueh
 
of 
it. 
Obliga-
tions (social)
 
were  
met 
30 
or 
40 
years  ago.
 
There's  
just 
not 
enough
 courtesy 
going  
around,"
 
she  said. 
The residents agree
 the
 
world  
is getting 
busier
 
and 
sea
 result
 
people
 are 
faced 
with new 
and
 
increasing problems. 
More  
peoole  
mean
 more
 problems.
 The ili-,e-
gard
 
of people 
and
 their 
Is
 the 
main 
eomplaint.
 Too 
many  
beer
 eons ,how tip
 
un 
thi'il.  lawns 
Travel 
relaxed  to 
EUROPE
 
S230-$295
 r.t. from West Coast 
Available
 
fligli
 
NY,
 
Eut-ro 
o
 
cor 
inform 
- 
365-8621.  
E.S.E.P.
 
801 
Woods'cle  Rd . Redwood CHy 
Daily 
photo  by Rich 
Mosso!  
A 
SENIOR MEMBER of 
the  college community clips
 down San 
Fernando 
Street
 
with  
his 
daily 
literature
  
A 
Spartan  
Daily? 
These rare 
specimens  of the community 
may  be 
seen 
on
 porches, 
benches,
 or simply "cruising." 
Wave.  
and not 
enough
 
aware  
students  
realize 
people
 
still live
 in 
those' 
old 
1101ISCA.
 
S.'S 
students are 
unaware of 
older 
citizens 
paradoxically  
living
 
in the youthful college communi-
ty. "I just 
don't have 
time 
to
 go 
around and meet them.- one stu-
dent 
states. 
Others
 
feel  ola pen -
plc have
 their
 own
 Ii'' 
- -u hve 
and 
young
 
people
 
wouldn't
 
fit  in. 
Students
 
feel that 
damage
 and 
mischief  are 
minimal
 but 
could  
be 
improved. 
Mrs.
 Glass 
summed 
up the 
senior
 citizen
 situation 
this
 way. 
"Thirty  
years  ago 
you knew 
everybody.
 
Today,  the 
whole 
block 
could
 die off and 
you 
wouldn't know 
it." 
 ;. 
 
 
fc 
r.41'hiarb's
 
pipe
 
& 
&tiara/
 (*hop
 ' 
4546 El Camino 
Real  
Village
 Corner
 Shopping Center , 
tot Altos, CAN!, 94022
 
14151  941-122$ 
No 
730S
 
COACHMAN 
OS
 a dependent on his parents' 
tax 
return  then the student
 does 
not
 qualify for 
food stamps. If 
the student is the 
head 
of his 
own  household, then he 
may 
qualify on the basis of his indi-
vidual
 situation. 
WORK  REQUIREMENT 
Of greater significance to the 
college student is the proposed 
"work  requirement" amendment. 
It stipulates that able-bodied 
adults between 
the ages of 18 and 
63 in 
the 
household 
(except 
mothers with dependent children) 
must register for employment 
with
 a state or 
federal
 employ-
ment office and accept employ-
ment
 if available. It adds, "re-
fusal to work 
at a struck plant or 
site for the duration of the strike 
shall not be deemed a refusal to 
accept employment." 
These amendments have been 
tentatively accepted by 
the full 
House Committee on Agriculture 
in executive session, a committee 
spokesman said. The next step 
in 
the governmental 
process 
is 
to report the proposed legislation 
to the house 
and seek a rule 
limiting debate on the
 measure 
prior to the measure going 
before 
the 
House.  
Additional 
amendments  to the 
hill are yet 
to be considered by 
the committee, the
 spokesman 
said. 
There is a 
possibility,  he 
added,
 that the two 
amendments  
which
 
affect  college 
students may 
not even 
he
 included in 
the  mea-
sure which
 is finally reported
 to 
the
 House.
 
A 
Northern California
 welfare 
official 
recently  circulated
 a let-
ter to 
national 
senators
 and con-
gressmen
 and California 
county 
official
 recently circulated a let -
of college
 
students'  
eligibility for 
food
 
stamps.
 
ENIPLOV
 ABLE 
"Food stamps" , for 
college
 stu-
dents)  
is not just
 helping to keep 
some starving soul 
together,  
but 
helping a clearly 
employable
 
youth  to the exeept iona I affluence  
open to the college graduate," 
said David C. Kelly, 
director of 
the Humboldt County 
Welfare 
Department.  
"The 
college  student without 
qualm  frequently 
appears  to use 
all kinds of deceptions itt report-
ing household and income to as-
sure initial
 and continuing, eligi-
bility
 for food stamps."  he 
charged.  
The 
letter 
proposed  
that legi-
slation lie passed immediately to 
7th Annual' 
Europe  
Jet 
Flights 
Los 
Ang,eittN-11.fitititin
 
liettintl 
trip
 
I
 
ltir students, farul4 and 
staff only
 1 
Spring
 Quarter Speciai
 
March 
29
-June  16 I I wks. 
$225 
Summer
 Flights
 
June
 15 -Sept.
 22 
14
 
wks.  
$295 
/June
 
2I
-Aug.  21 9 wks. 
$295 
July 5
-Sept,  
3 8 wks. 
$295 
1,TS
 Travei 
SerVICC
 
4246 Overland 
Ave., 
Dept. 13, Culver 
City, 
Calif., (213) 
839-7591  
Local Rep. 286-6929 
... 
...  4%, 
pi eclude issuing food stamps
 to 
the 
"voluntarily
 unemployed"
"hippies,"
 strikers and college
 
students.  
The letter was 
mailed to offi-
cials in 
38 California counties 
and response was received
 from 
about half, 
Kelly  said in a recent 
telephone interview. Those 
who  
responded
 "generally 
favored food 
stamps for college 
students," he 
admitted. 
When 
questioned  about
 his 
stand
 against college 
students ob-
taining  food 
stamps
 Kelly indi-
cated that his 
objections are 
not  
to all 
students  but, 
for example,
 
to  
"part-titne,  
three -unit 
students
 
who are 
taking 
narcotic's,"  al-
though 
his  letter made 
no such 
limitations.
 
FULL  LOAD 
"If  a 
student
 is carrying
 a full 
load 
and doing 
good work,
 then 
he 
is
 
deserving,"  Kelly
 said. 
Kelly's 
main 
objection  
to col-
lege 
students' 
eligibility  
for  food 
stamps 
is that the
 welfare 
de-
partment suffers. 
"I think
 the basic issue
 is the 
fart 
that  the 
Welfare 
Depart-
ment 
looks  as 
if it's 
subsidizing  
higher
 
education,"
 
Kelly  said. 
"It 
hurts  
community  
support."  
Currently.  he 
said, he is 
trying 
to 
negotiate  
with 
Humboldt  
State  
College
 to 
see  how 
it can 
cooper-
ate 
to make the 
program
 
work.  
He 
believes  
this
 action 
will 
force  
the college
 
to
 recognize
 the 
ex-
isting
 
problem.
 
"The 
college  
administrators
 
have the
 attitude
 that
 
everything
 
the 
college
 does 
is 
O.K.,"
 Kelly 
said. 
Compiled  
from Ataawiatcd
 
Preis 
Tuition
 
Assembls
 
Speaker
 
Robert T. 
alonagan 
said
 yesterday in Sac-
ramento he 
doesn't
 expect 
the  
legislature
 to 
impose 
tuition 
on 
the 
state  
colleges
 as 
requested
 by 
the Board 
of Trustees  
at least 
not 
this 
year-
Monagan
 said 
he
 doubted
 
whether
 he 
could  
get all 41 
As-
sembly
 Republicans
 to 
back
 state 
tuition
 and 
predicted 
tuition 
would  fall 
if
 the 
Democrats  
re-
main united
 against 
it. 
"I 
support
 
something
 'for 
the 
state 
colleges  
that
 parallels 
the 
university . . but 
the 
polities of 
it make it 
rather 
difficult  this 
year," the Assembly leader
 
said.  
Agreement
 
AFL-CIO farm 
workers
 union 
and three growers 
representing  
about one -seventh
 of the table 
grape 
production  in the Coachella 
Valley reached an 
agreement 
Tuesday at the 
headquarters of 
the Los 
Angeles  Roman Catholic 
diocese.
 
The contract calls 
for $1.75 an 
hour, plus a 25 -cent
 bonus for 
each
 box picked. In addition,
 
growers
 
will  contribute
 10 cents 
an hour to a 
union health and , 
welfare fund and two 
cents
 a 
box  
to 
a union fund for 
elderly  farm 
workers. 
The 
contract  is the first vic-
tory  for the 
United  Farm 
Work-
ers Organizing
 Committee,
 head-
ed by 
Cesar Chavez., 
who have 
sponsored 
a four-year
 boycott 
of
 
California
 table 
grapes
 in hopes 
of winning
 recognition 
from 
growers.
 
Conference  
France 
proposed  an interna-
tional conference
 to bring peace 
to 
Cambodia,
 Laos 
and  Vietnam, 
formerly 
French
 Indochina, yes-
terday. saying 
Paris is ready to 
"offer
 its active 
contribution  to 
this 
enterprise."  
The French 
offer appeared to 
be aimed 
at reconvening the 
na-
tions
 that took part 
in the Geneva 
conferences on 
Indochina of 1954 
and 
1962. 
A 
communique,
 issued after
 a 
Cabinet 
meeting  with President
 
Lunar
 
Materials
 
Discussion
 Today 
"Analysis of 
Lunar
 Materials,  
Including
 Shock 
Metamorphism  
Effects,"
 will 
be
 
the 
topic 
pre-
sented by 
Dr. 
William
 
Quaide
 at 
today's 
Geology 
Club 
meeting
 in 
DH 318
 at 12:30.
 
Dr. Quaide 
is a 
former  
geology
 
instructor  
at SJS.
 Ile is 
current-
ly 
employed
 by 
NASA  at 
Ames 
Research  
Laboratory,
 
BILL'S  
COLLEGE
 
PHARMACY
 
RRECK
 
CREME
 
RINSE
 
(8
 
OZ.)  
REG.
 
131.09
 
67° 
Gillette 
Right Guard 
ANTI-PERSPIRANT
 REG.
 S1.19 
66°  
E. William 
South
 
I
 
0th 
Street  
IERGENS
 
EXTRA
 
DRY
 
880  
PRESCRIPTIONS 
(,1)TION REG. 
The Place To Go! 
518 S. 10th 
Georges Pompidou
 presiding, said 
"Recent events in Laos and Cam-
bodia
 
have considerably aggra-
vated
 the situation in Indochina"
 
and 
"contributed
 to the
 extension 
of 
the Vietnamese
 
conflict
 
tO 
the 
entirety
 of the 
peninsula."  
Liquid
 Lunch 
Officials
 at the 
University  of 
Nevada 
were 
looking
 for the
 per-
son 
responsible
 for 
filling 
the 
milk  
dispenser
 at 
the 
university's  
dining
 
commons
 with 
beer during
 
lunch 
yesterday. 
Workers
 at 
the  dining com-
mons noticed
 a foamy liquid flow-
ing from 
the 
dispensers  
and  
found it to 
be beer, not milk. 
The  
beer was confiscated 
but not be-
fore a number of 
students had 
helped themselves. 
'Sick In' 
Most air
 traffic controllers ig-
nored a call 
by union 
leaders  to 
end their sick call action, which 
has crippled air travel for the 
past week,  and return to work. 
The Federal Aviation Agency 
reported
 a slight back -to-work 
trend by controllers but said a 
large
 number were still out in 
key airports in New York, Chi-
cago, 
and Kansas City. 
TICKETS 
 LIBERACE 
Masonic, April 
1 to 5 
 BUFFY ST. MARIE 
Berkeley, April 11 
 RICHIE HAVENS 
Berkeley, April 25 
 ROCK & ROLL REVIVAL 
Berkeley, April 18 
 PETER, PAUL
 & MARY 
Berkeley, April 25 
 S.F. 
BALLET
 
Opera House
 
Opens April 11 
 
HAIR
 
On Sale. 
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE 
912 Town 8 Country Village
 
246-1160 
Open 
Mon. 
thru Fri. 10 
to
 5:30 
Sat. 10 to 3 
Spiny  
9nto
 
Change o/Pace 
with a 
f resh 
Strawberry
 Pie 
it 
WI
 
whipped cream 
Shortcake 
light fluffy 
biscuits 
topped 
with 
whole 
strawberries
 
and 
whipped cream 
535 E. SANTA CLARA
 I 
4 
It's the
 stuff 
they
 add to 
the 
world's
 most 
expensive  
perfumes. 
For
 the 
world's
 most 
expensive  
women.
 
It's 
also  the 
name
 of a 
new  group 
and anew
 music.
 Nine of 
the 
weightiest
 musicians
 ever 
together.  
Blowing  as 
one. 
AMBERGRIS.  
II',
 Larry 
Harlow.  Jerry 
Weiss,  
Charlie
 Comilleri, 
Harry Max, 
Jimmy Maeulen,
 Billy Shay. Lewis
 
Kahn. 
Glenn  John 
Miller  and 
Gil Fields,
 
is 
whale  
puke
 
Or
 
MIS
 
Their 
collective  
working
 
experience?
 Very deep.
 Maynard 
Ferguson,
 Tito Rodriguez.
 Blood, 
Sweat IS Tears,
 Orchestra 
Harlow,  
Machito, The Latin
 DimensInn. 
Lionel
 Hampton. 
Eddie Palmieri.
 
AMBERGRIS.  
It's whale
 rock Young.
 soulful, 
spirited.
 
Original.
 
AMBERGRIS.
 
It's also 
the name 
of their first
 
album.  
On 
Paramount  
records  and 
topes.  
AMBERGRIS.
 
Paismount
 
PARAMOUNT 
PECORNA  
ni 
rsmous
 saw
 coaettasnor
 
A GULP  WESTERN 
COMPANY
 
!et 
k.'aitt-t
 The 
Com 
p 
urv  
Crnstii
 
Thousands are 
now 
protesting  
this Istest 
violation  
of privacy 
rigKs by Big 
Brother.
 
I 
rott.tto  
IL 
-i-tance:
 
( /1) 
Ho \ 
.1:{3
 I 
!.i.1111..11.if
 ,iliforttia  
'1'1 
11
 II Ill.`,1.111
 
FACULTY  
STUDENTS  
ALUMNI  
MOVIE  
& 
STILL  
* Cameros * 
Supplies 
k Pi 
occtors
 * 
Equipment
 
- PRINTING 
.5 -art
 jc,ie 
Camepa
 citcp 
245 
SOUTH  
FIRST 
Pe 
pt 
and  Court-ous  
Se,tic 
Due to popular demand 
2 .r 
ows 
....;;urd,7:y, April 
11
 
p.m. & 10:45 p.m. 
San Jose 
Civic Auditorium 
$5.50  
$4.50
 $3.50 
On Sale: 
San Jose 
Box Office 
712 Tcwn & Country Village 
246-1160
 
on: Mon. tlea Fri. 10 AM5:30 PM 
St
 IC AM 3 PM 
' 
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DAILY  
King 
Followers
 
Begin 
tudents 
!busing:
 
Bad
 
and  
Worse
 
Thursday, AprIl 2, 
1970 
,--- 
S 
Proclamation
 
Petition  
We 
the
 citizens 
of
 
California.
 
respectfully submit that
 Jan.
 15 
become
 a legal holiday
 in honor
 
of 
the 
late 
Dr.  
Martin  
Luther 
King
 Jr.
 . . 
The drive 
to proclaim
 the birth-
day
 of Martin 
Luther  King 
a holi-
day 
begins tit 
SJS today. 
The 
Martin 
Luther 
King 
Holiday 
Committee
 will 
circulate 
a pro-
eiamat
 on 
petition for 
student 
tjgoaturcs.
 The 
proclamation  
will 
then  be 
sent
 to the 
state 
legis-
lature. 
io 
A  
petit 
in
 will be 
available  on 
Seventh
 Street 
today and 
tomor-
row and 
possibly until 
Tuesday 
of 
next 
week 
Individuals interested in 
cir-
eulating  petitions
 Should
 contact 
the 
Omega  Psi Phi 
Fraternity 
house.
 
King's birthday 
is currently a 
I, lay 
in New York.
 Hack -
that
 such 
a holiday in 
,,,i may pave the
 way for 
,1 in 
of a national 
holiday.  
Hivided
 
that a 
prochuna-
.,,I. would be the
 most 
way of putting this to 
thp
 
Legislature." said 
John  Bas-
....beser-orm-esocorobe
 
0 
kt'S 
t. 
8:30-5:30 daily & 9-4 
Phone: 294-2091 
4.11011,1..S.#4,6§/Aitt  
51 
Learn about birth control, 
J,ortion. 
sox 
education.  
. 
 
MP", 17,45EM,,, 
redWiediel.1:
 
7.1 
'b 
Are you 
our 
TYPE? 
Student rates on 
Sales,  
Rentals and 
Service. 
Master 
Charge  & First 
National Cards honored. 
HUNTER'S 
71 E. San Fernando St. 
Sat.
 
P!anned Parenthood 
Program  
at 
San  Jose State
 
, 
'Ills.
 o..sist
 
in clinics.
 
design  
exhibitions.
 
.1, 
.29 
aliddom 
/,,,PyithAmm
 
$195 AND UP 
$195  AND 
UP 
Catch
 a 
sparkle
 
From 
the 
morning
 sun. 
Hold
 the 
magic  
of a 
sudden
 
breeze.  
Keep
 those
 
moments  
alive.
 
They're
 
yours  
for  a 
lifetime  
with  a 
diamond
 
engagement
 
ring 
from 
Orange  
Blossom.
 
Paul:o
 Jewelers 
72 
SO. FIRST ST 
SAN 
JOSE 
PHONE 297.0920
 
WESTGATE  
SHOPPING
 
CENTER  
1600 SARATOGA 
AVE.  
PHONE 
379-11151  
ALMADEN 
FASHION PLAZA 
St 14 ON THE MALL 
PHONE 2664466 
710 DEL
 MONTE CENTER 
CARMEL HILL 
MONTEREY  
PHONE
 
3154577
 
tic 
of Stanford, organizer of the 
state-wide drive. 
"We expect 
about  three million 
signatures . 
. . we have to go 
there
 with 
a show of support." 
Organizers 
confided 
that
 the 
measure
 
has the support of 
as-
semblymen 
Jesse Unruh and 
Willie
 Brown. 
"I don't
 foresee
 opposition 
from 
anyone on 
this campus," said 
Larry Walls, campus organizer,
 
when
 asked if militant Blaeks 
would  object to 
the movement.
 
My 
opinion was that 
Martin
 
Luther King vas
 doing what he 
thought
 was right. Maybe he 
wasn't
 doing it like some people 
thought 
he
 should be doing 
things,  but he was striving for 
the 
same  objective . . . Anybody 
who gave his 
life for what he 
thought was right is no Uncle 
Tom," added
 Walls. 
Rebel
 
Image  
Now 
Youth's
 
Normal
 Sign 
Rebellious attitudes of modern 
youth may well 
be a normal, 
rather than abnormal reaction 
to, "the 
serious internal contra-
diction of 
our society." says a 
University of California doctor. 
In a paper published in 
Thurs-
day's  edition of California School 
Health, Dr. Victor 
Eisner,
 associ-
ate 
clinical  professor of maternal 
and 
child  health, says 
adoles-
cents, "have 
been
 educated to 
think 
independently,  and 
they 
are 
seeking  solutions 
to problems 
which  adults 
have
 been 
unable
 
to solve."
 He also adds 
that, "It 
is no 
wonder  that 
they  do not 
behave
 like 
adults.
 
"Their 
behavior  does
 not prove 
that they 
are alienated
 from our
 
society,  
although
 many of 
them 
are. 
"It does 
not prove
 that 
their  
solutions 
will  not 
work,  
although
 
many 
of
 them 
will 
not.
 Their 
behavior 
shows  us that 
they are 
indeed our 
children." 
SJS 
False
 
Alarm  
Draws  
Seven  
Units 
Seven 
units from 
the  San Jose 
Fire 
Department
 responded
 to 
an 
alarm on 
the SJS 
campus  last 
night. 
However,  the 
alarm, turned
 in 
around 7 
p.m.  at a 
call
 box near
 
the 
Industrial 
Arts  Building. 
turned out to be false. 
Unbelievably 
priced  used 
books and
 magazines 
LOOK... 
READERS
 DIGEST 
COND .1100KS 
10¢ ea. 
House of Books 
354 Royal Ave. 
(Across from the San 
Carlos
 St. 
Orchard
 Supply) 
Man. -Fri. 
10-5  
2.9471111  
hi 
 
10--" 
of 
landlords  
charge
 rents
 far 
 
  
higher  
than 
those  
for
 
similar
 fa-
cilities 
elsewhere
 in 
San Jose.
 
Often  
blaming  
high 
property  
tuxes for the 
high
 rent 
rates,  the 
landlords, 
according 
to a student
 
tenant 
union leader,
 more than
 
compensate at the
 expense of 
the 
student. At the 
same  
time, the 
market 
value  of their 
buildings 
steadily climbs. 
High 
cleaning deposits seem 
to 
be 
among the most 
unpopular 
lease stipulations of the local 
EDITOR".  
NOTE:  Thla is 
the  
first 
at a three-part series deal-
ing nit!' housing 
conditions
 at 
SJS. 
By BILL 
DREliER  
Daily Staff 
Writer
 
Wooden steps, cracked and 
broken from age, lead up to the 
top floor
 apartment
 
of two 
SJS 
coeds. The rickety 2x4 railing 
squeaks loudly whenever some-
one uses its 
rotted timbers for 
support.  On the top 
landing a 
six-footer
 must 
duck before
 
pro-
ceeding
 into the 
apartment  
Through the low 
diiorway.  
Inside, the 
visitor is 
immedi-
ately
 confronted with a 
"LOW 
CEILING" sign 
posted
 
by
 the 
tenants 
to wirn against the low 
plasterboard
 ceiling 
that slopes
 
sharply with 
the  pitch of 
the
 
Pointed
 roof. A 
plywood 
panel 
and a large
 drape 
combine  to 
form a partition
 separating 
the 
tiny livingroom
 from the 
bed-
room. 
According  to the
 coed  tenants. 
the 
rent  for 
the
 tiny 
apartment  
is
 $110 
per 
month.
 
However.  
this  
is actually
 a base 
rent since
 the 
tenants are 
assessed  additional 
OCCUPANTS
 
ENDANGERED  
Faulty
 railing supports
 cited 
by coeds
 as one 
of
 numerous  
grievances 
against
 landlord 
neglect. 
amounts  for space heaters, elec-
tric 
blankets  and other appli-
ances. Since the apartment has no 
kitchen facilities,  the coed rent-
ers cook with only an electric 
frypan and a hotplate. 
ELECTRICAL  SYSTEM 
Plagued with old wiring, over-
loaded circuits, and a 
scarcity
 of 
outlets,  the electrical system 
gives the girls continual prob-
lems. This, along
 with the mal-
functioning heater in the building 
are their 
biggest
 complaints 
against the apartment. 
"We 
could
 get a 
space heater
 
and solve the heat 
problem,  but 
then the landlord 
would  charge 
us extra." said one of the coeds. 
The problems of the two 
coeds 
are 
reflected  
in a 
number
 of 
the 
older 
apartments  and rooming 
houses around campus. 
Many  are 
still equipped 
with their original 
electric 
wiring and heating 
sys-
tems which are both 
inadequate  
and  dangerous 
for today's 
uses. 
Yet, because of the severe hous-
ing 
shortages  around the 
campus, 
the landlords  of these 
old build-
ings 
can  keep them 
fully  occupied 
while 
receiving  exorbitant 
rents.  
ROOMS 
PARTITIONED  
Some landlords of these older 
buildings,
 in an effort to 
achieve
 
maximum  
apartment
 units, have 
cut up and 
partitioned  the larger 
rooms. These
 revamping 
mea-
urcs 
are  all too often done with 
inferior materials and  
with 
no
 
regard to local 
building and 
health codes. 
In one older 
apart-
ment 
near campus,  
the  owner 
v' 
inverted 
what
 had obviously 
been
 a small storage room or 
walk-in
 closet into 
a kitchen. 
Containing only 
a tiny refrigera-
tor  and an 
obsolete  sink, 
the 
room
 had only enough
 floor space 
for one person
 to stand. 
In an 
attempt to increase 
oc-
cupancy  in his 
converted
 Victor-
ian house 
apartment  building 
near campus, 
another  landlord
 
rents out a 
section  of the base-
ment. The
 hapless 
tenant
 occu-
pies a 
tiny  
partitioned
 cubicle 
mart to a no
-longer
-used iron 
furnace,
 Low 
ceilings,  
electrical  
wiring 
without conduit,
 cracked 
cement walls, exposed
 pipes, and 
a 
leaky hot 
water  heater 
nearby  
head the list 
of housing 
code 
violations  in the 
basement.  Not 
afforded
 the luxury 
of a bed, 
the tenant
 uses a 
sleeping  bag 
and air 
mattress  in this $25 
dol-
lar -a
-month  
"basement
 suite." 
UNFAIR  
LEASES
 
Although  not 
typically faced
 
with  old 
wiring
 and 
obsolete
 
heating 
systems,  the 
student
 ten-
ants 
in the newer
 apartment 
buildings
 nevertheless
 have prob-
lems. The 
bulk
 of their
 troubles 
stem from 
astronomical 
rents  
and unfair 
leases. 
Taking advantage of the 
cam-
pus 
housing  
shortage,
 a 
number
 
Ex
-Assistant 
Editor  of 
Spartan
 Daily 
Wins Prize 
in Journalism 
Competition  
A series of investigative
 art-
icles on poverty and 
its problems 
won a tie 
for sixth place for 
Kenyon  Jordan, senior journalism 
major 
at SJS, in the 
William 
Randolph Hearst
 Foundation's 
Journalism 
Awards Program. 
Jordan 
tied with 
Pat H. Mc-
Nally  of Fresno 
State  College. 
EVERY DAY
 IS A 
SPECIAL
 DAY 
AT
 SPARTAN HOUSE 
Monday   
LASAGNE
   S1.00  
Tuesday  
SPAGHETTI   
s .90 
Wednesday
 
....
 ROAST REEF 
SANDWICH    
S 
.89 
Thursday
   
VEAL PARMIGIANA   
81.10
 
Friday   
SHRIMP STEAK SANDWICH   
$1.10  
Sat. 
& Sun.
  CHICKEN CACCIATORE 
89.99  
The above specials are in 
effect maly 
(Hi
 the days 
of the week designated.
 Come in and 
enjoy  a dif-
ferent
 
meal  
every  
day of 
the  
week at SPARTAN 
HOUSE 
cpaPtaft
 
150 East 
San 
Carlos  St. 
(tomer of 
Fourth  St.) 
292-2840 
The winning articles 
appeared  
in the
 Glendale News -Press 
on
 
Sept. 29 
and Oct. 2, 1969, 
Jordan, a 
former
 assistant edi-
tor of the Spartan
 Daily, was 
awarded $150. 
An
 equal amount 
will be given 
to the SJS Depart-
ment of 
Journalism  and Adver-
tising.
 
10% OFF
 ON ALL 
DRY CLEANING 
When  .4511 Card Is Presented 
With
 Sailed Garments 
Apt_
 
CLEANING
 CENTER 
2.1,1, 
Ls
 
1111\kk 
to forfeit 
his 
right  
of
 
pri%,c),
 
allotting
 the
 
landlord
 
to  
enter
 
the  
apartir.i-nt
 
whenever
 
hi;  
wants  
to.  
Despite  the 
high 
resit
 
rayed  
by 
students  
ta
 live 
in 
new 
apart-
ment.
 
facilities,
 
these  
buildings
 
are 
far 
from 
being 
flawlese.
 Ten-
ants
 mos 
ing 
into
 
them:  
buildings
 
find
 
unwashed
 
walls,
 
dirty  
car-
pets,  
dillipitated
 
furnishings
 
and  
similar
 
conditions
 not
 
correspond-
ing
 
to
 the
 
monthly
 
rent  
rate.
 
One
 
tenant  
in 
one  
of
 the 
newer
 
apartment
 
buildings
 
near
 
campus
 
Daily photos by Chuck 
Shawver
 
INADEQUATE 
FACILITIESCoed  must use electric skillet 
because
 
apartment is not 
furnished  with regular 
kitchen appli-
ances. Additional 
charge is levied for use of 
skillet.  
landlords. Student 
tenants charge 
landlords  with 
assessing  high, 
nun -refundable
 cleaning 
deposits
 
(often in 
excess of 
$1001  then 
pocketing the 
full
 amount and 
not
 cleaning the 
apartment for
 
the 
next
 tenants. 
Tenants
 com-
plain 
that even though
 they may 
leave 
their apartment
 clean and 
orderly, they 
lose the entire
 
cleaning
 deposit.
 
LATE 
RENT
 FEE 
Another 
lease condition 
re-
peatedly 
challenged  on its 
legali-
ty is the 
late rent 
penalty fee
 
assessed
 by some 
landlords.  Often
 
in 
effect  within 
a day 
of
 two 
after
 the first
 of each 
month, 
these fees
 typically 
charge 
the  
tenant 
an
 additional
 10-12 
per 
cent of 
his  rent 
for
 late 
payment.  
Despite
 the high
 rent 
paid  by 
visions  
include
 the 
access  clause. 
Such  
provisions  
force  the 
tenant 
'No
 
Arrest  
in 
"No  arrest has been 
made  In 
connection  with rape cases 
in the 
vicinity
 of SJS." said 
Barton  L. 
Collins. chief of 
detectives  for 
the 
San Jose 
Police
 Department
 
in an 
interview yesterday
 after-
noon. 
Erroneous 
morning  news re-
ports 
that the arrest 
el tt 25 -
year -old pipefitter
 could solve up 
to 10 criminal 
assault cases in 
the SJS area 
were
 labeled 'bad 
reporting' by Collins 
"The sus-
pect is being
 held 
in 
connection
 
with 
possible  molesting 
cases  
which do not 
involve SJS coeds," 
according 
to Collins. 
The chief 
also  stated, 
"There
 
have 
been three or 
four reported 
rapes
 in the SJS 
area since 
the  
beginning of 
the year rather 
than
 
the 10 indicated
 in the 
news
 re-
port."
 
Collins 
restated  his 
oft
 re-
peated warning that coeds
 
should
 
attempt  to 
travel in 
pairs 
when
 
they 
have 
to be 
out  
during
 the 
late hours. 
Detectives  
are  
continuing
 their
 
search  
for
 suspects
 in 
the  cam-
pus 
assault 
cases 
and 
Collins  
WE'RE HERE TO 
SERVE
 YOU! 
 
COMPETENT
 
MECHANICS
 
 
FOREIGN
 
CAR
 
SERVICE
 
 TUNE-UP,
 BRAKE,
 & 
LUBE
 
Was 
SILVA  
TEXACO
 
78 SO. 
4th,
 SAN 
JOSE  
296-8968
 
(NEXT
 TO 
CLOSED
 SHELL)
 
Serving  State Students
 for 36 yrs. 
complained, "When we moved in 
the 
wall had a big hole in 
it 
from the knob on the front 
door 
banging into 
it. The landlord 
would a nothing to fix 
it either." 
Although landlord
 injustices re-
ceived 
little  organized tenant op-
position
 in former years around 
campus. 
today tenant attitudes
 
are fast 
changing.
 Student ten-
ants are 
becoming  
increasingly
 
aware 
of inferior and 
unfair 
housing
 conditions 
existing  near 
campus.
 
Unable to go along 
with  bad 
living
 facilities, unfair
 leases and 
high rents,  
a number of 
these  
renters have
 banded 
together  
forming 
tenant unions, 
initiating  
rent 
strikes and 
taking
 similar 
measures
 to make the 
$225
 a 
month  apartment 
with  unwashed 
wall= and the 
Victorian firetrap
 
things of the 
past  around 
SJS.
 
Rape  
Cases'  
feels 
one  man is 
responsible  for 
at least two 
and possibly 
more  
of 
the 
rapes,  
The last 
case occured the 
week before 
Easter  vacation. A 
coed 
walking  alone on Reed 
Street 
at 11:30 p.m. was 
threat-
ened 
with a knife and forced
 into 
a vacant lot and raped. Collins 
says  this is the typical
 situation 
where the 
girl is alone late at 
night
 on the dark streets sur-
rounding  the 
college. 
"Keeping the women alert to 
the 
situations  and types of crimes
 
gets increasingly necessary in an 
area
 
where  28,000 people
 are so 
closely situated," 
said Collins. 
WWI
 March
 
Less than a week after the U.S. 
entered World War I, students, 
faculty and alumni of the Cali-
fornia 
Normal
 School 
dater  
to 
become
 San 
Jose 
State
 College)
 
marched in an April 12, 
1917  
Loyalty Day 
Parade.  
Led by President
 Morris Dailey 
and 
three professors, 
students 
wore "trim outing
 
costumes"
 of 
red 
and  white with 
blue and 
white crepe paper 
hats,  accord-
ing 
to SJS 
History  Professor
 
Benjamin 
F. Gilbert in 
his book 
"Pioneers fur 
One Hundred 
Years, SJS 1857-1957
  
JOIN
 OUR 
HAPPY 
HOUR
 
TUES-THUR
 6:57 to 8:03 
)ikte rge 
2)anco
 
10 
FRIENDS  
It'FT)
 
Till
 13 
Flit 
EUPHORIA
 
sAT 
li 
y 
Intramurals
 
Action 
starts
 1,..,Tht
 
: 
nine 
teams  
It..ieh 
the  
novice
 and 
open 
divisions  
vy-
.r: 
for the 
championship,
 
which  
be 
decided  
Monday. 
April
 6. 
The dates 
for the 
swimming  
meet  will 
be April 
8 and 
9.
 Entry 
forms are 
due  
tomorrow.
 
Gym-
rrist:es
 
cot tea 
will 
be 
due  on 
.40-4CY  
FROM 
OAKLAND  
k 
PI 
JET 
CHARTER
 
TO 
LONDON 
$135 
ONE WAY 
LONDON
-AMSTERDAM
 
$275 
ROUND TRIP 
, For complete 
flight  schedule 
O 
phone 
(415)
 392-8513 
OR WRITE 
0 
0 
? (i Swirl; 11 s 
SI sltkt T 
 k. 1;t1:0,
 CA.
 
94103  
 n- 1.70
 charter flight 
schedule 
NAM   
STREET  
CITY  & ZIP 
OPEN 
'TIL
 MIDNIGHT
 
(Every night) 
Professional
 
Pharmacists
 
....4.gonf,
 
ca,,,,,,,..,  
Jr., Owner 
MODERNE
 
DRUG
 
CO. 
Second 
and Santa
 Clara 
Streets  
Phone 
293-7500 
San Jose 
IF 
COLLEGE  
IS
 
GETTING
 
YOU 
DOWN
 
MAYBE 
Kennedy's
 CAN 
11E1.1'  
Rent
 a typewriter,
 adding machine,
 or whatever
 at 
SPECIAL
 STUDENT 
RATES 
or
 ask about our 
Rent -to -Own Plan 
Try 
our copy
 
service - 
available  
for student-
organizations
 
 
toSiNESS  MACHINES
 
AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT
 
 
VAUGHN'S  SEVENTEEN 
STORE 
INVENTORY
 
"CRASH"
 
CLEARANCE
 
We
 must reduce our 
inventory  ... regardless
 of 
our loss.
 INVENTORY 
"CRASH"  CLEARANCE
 
includes 
most  all 
departments
 at "Crash" prices 
... new 
spring  merchandise 
included.  Hurry  I. ! 
SPORTCOATS
 
Sample
 
prices  
only.  ... many in-store 
bargains even greater 
Reg.  
39.50  to 
$ 
47.50. 
Our loss
 
and 
your gain 
SLACKS
 
19"  
Dacron 
& Wool 
Values 
to 29.50 . . 
SUITS
 
$588 
$65.00 Shetland $23 
coats. Herring-
bones,
 plaids . 
SHIRTS 
Halt-sleeye
 
dress shirts. 
$1" 
Value, to 595 . 
Price  examples below . 
. . in-store 
bargains
 even greater. 
Once-in-a-lifel  
$79.50
 Suits 
$ 
50su its. 
Many 
are 
Out 
,,_o
 
vested
 
. 
. 
. 
go
 
lt 
SWEATERS 
915.95 V -Necks 
CRASH 
CLEARANCE  5 
$35 
524 95 Bulk ies 
While they last
 
ALL VAUGHN STORES 
Wed., 
April  1st - 8:00 
a.m.
 'til
 6:00 p.m. 
Thur.,  
April  2nd - 
9:30 a.m. 'til
 
9:00
 p.m. 
Fri., 
April  
3rd  - 
9:30
 a.m. 'til 
9:00
 p.m. 
Sat., 
April
 4th - 9:30 
a.m.  'til
 6:00 p.m. 
IMO 
ClIthir 
CMS 
Wil.COME 
NIGH
 
AT SATHER
 GATE
 
FQ10 
Qr.'s
 
I,  2.-r 
12; 5. 
4111  
'`,):'
 
,,l 1 
SPEEDY 
AL ARIZA, 
smallest  member
 on SJS  
baseball  team, is 
big 
on
 stolen bases, ranking
 third on the squad 
with 10 thefts 
in 13 tries. Ariza
 is shown 
speeding
 around third 
in Spartan 
win 
over
 Cal 
earlier
 this 
week.  
SJS 
Tracknnen
 
Host
 
World
 
Class  
Stars
 
SJS 
track athletes 
will have  to 
be ready
 for quality
 perform-
ances in 
the next three 
weeks, 
for some 
of
 the best 
athletes  in 
the
 country 
will  perform 
on SJS' 
Tartan
 track.
 
The 
Spartans  will compete 
LEE EVANS 
... to run Saturday
 
Gymnast Turpin 
In 
NCAA  
Meet 
Spartan
 
gymnast
 Jim 
Turpin  
will
 
compete
 
in the National Col-
legiate
 
Athletic
 
Association  gym-
nastics
 
championships,
 
Friday
 
and  
Saturday,
 at 
Temple  
Univer-
sity 
in 
Philadelphia,
 
Pa.  
Turpin,
 who
 
helped
 
SJS  to 
the 
Pacific
 
Coast 
Athletic  
Associa-
tion 
title 
last 
weekend
 
with 
a 
first
 
place  
in 
the 
long 
horse,
 
second
 in 
floor
 
exercises
 
and 
third  
in 
rings,
 
will  
compete
 in 
his 
specialty,
 
the  
long
 
horse.  
The  
Spartan  
junior
 
earned  
the 
right
 to 
go 
to
 the 
nationals
 
by 
taking
 the
 
Western
 
Regional
 long 
horse
 event 
in
 a 
meet  held 
at 
the  
University
 of 
Colorado
 
March  
21.  
Teammate
 
Doug 
Hills
 
missed
 
narrowly
 
by 
taking  
fourth  
in the 
regional,
 
while  
SJS'
 Joe 
Sweeney
 
was  
unable
 
to 
compete
 
due to 
an 
injury.
 
against 
Pacific  Coast Club
 Satur-
day, Athens
 Club and Texas Stri-
ders
 April 
11,  and AAU 
champion
 
Southern 
California  Str id er s 
April 18. 
Spartan 
coach Bud Winter, 
Who says 
"You're
 as good as your 
competition," 
noted that it is the 
toughest
 schedule SJS has faced. 
Winter noted 
that many track 
records will be in 
jeopardy.  
One of the top 
events of the 
three -meet home
 stand will be 
the pole 
vault with the Southern 
California Striders. 
Sam  Caruth-
ers of SJS, who has reached the 
17 -foot barrier this season, will 
face world record holder John 
Pennell, Olympic gold medalist 
Bob Seagren, and Dick Railsback. 
With four of the best vaulters in 
the world in one meet, an 
18-
foot vault is within reach. 
Spartan high hurdler George 
Carty, who has run 13.5 and has 
set a goal of a world record this 
year, will run against world roc-
ord holder Willie 
Davenport
 of 
Texas  
(13.2), Gary Power 
(13.6)
 
Record Holders 
World record holders Lee 
Evans and John Carlos are 
ex-
pected to 
eompete unattached 
in Saturday's 
SJS-Pacific  Coast 
Club track meet
 at Spartan 
track.  Evans will run 
the 440 
and the 440 intermediate 
hurdles.
 Carlos will enter the 
sprints, 
and 
Tommy  Lee 
White  
(13.5)
 of 
Southern
 
California,
 and 
Larry 
Livers 
of Athens 
(13.7). 
Carty  
has been
 improving 
steadily  this 
season. 
Discus 
thrower 
John
 Powell, 
who was a key 
factor  
in 
SJS' 
NCAA 
championship  last year, is 
competing
 for the Athens Club 
but 
will also  throw Saturday. 
Powell, who has 
thrown  197-4, 
will have some excellent competi-
tion
 in Miles
 Lister (196-9)
 and 
Gary Ordway
 (191-2) 
of the Paci-
fic Coast Club,
 and Gary Carl-
sen 
(210-5), Bill Neville (205-6), 
and 
Curt  Harper (199-5) 
of 
Southern 
California.  
Kirk 
Clayton,  who has 
run
 a 
9.3 100 -yard 
dash this 
season,
 will 
run
 against 
Andy Hopkins
 of 
Texas, and 
Fred Kuller 
of
 South-
ern  
California,
 who have 
lifetime 
bests  of 9.2 
and 9.3, 
respective-
ly. 
SJS' 
Elmo
 Dees, who 
ran a 
46.6 440
 on a relay 
last week, 
will run 
against  Len 
Van  Hof-
wegen
 and Bill Toomey
 of 
South-
ern California,
 who had 
respec-
tive 400 meter times 
of
 45.5 and 
45.6 last
 year. 
'troth
 
of 
Ate.  
10% 
DISCOUNT  
WITH ASB CARD 
Art 
Cleaners
 
One Day
 Service 
Sweaters & 
Cashmere
 Coats 
Our 
Specialty
 
400 E, SANTA 
CLARA  
293-4900 
-..... 
11, 
,11,,
 
:III
 
.4 
i ll'Ii 
ll1117,11, 0, 
.. - ., 
-war 
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Speed,
 
Pitching
 
Benefit
 US 
Nine  
SJS' baseball 
team,  off to its 
best start in years, can attribute 
a great deal of its success in 
posting  a 16-5 record to two 
things:
 speed and pitching.
 
Under the 
direction
 of first -
year coach Gene Menges, the 
Spartans have gotten
 the job 
done 
despite continually being 
plagued by untimely hitting and 
the absence of 
the long ball, 
although 
they have shown flashes 
of both in recent outings. 
But SJS boasts a fantastic 
mark in the stolen base depart-
ment, pilfering 54 in 65 attempts, 
including two out of two in 
Tuesday's  3-2 win over nation-
ally sixth-ranked California, 
Junior centerfielder Gary 
"Woody" Cunningham has an 
amazing  percentage figure, 20 
of 21 stolen bases, to lead SJS 
speedsters and the figure must 
rank as the best, or among the 
best, marks in the country. 
Cunningham also tops the 
Spartans in hitting with a .346 
average including a team high 
27 hits, three doubles, two triples 
and one homerun. 
Second -baseman Larry
 Lintz, a 
5-9 junior speedster, has collected 
11 stolen bases in 14 tries while 
sophomore Al 
Ariza ha.s 
thefted 
for 10 bags in 13 attempts. The 
three, Lintz, Ariza and Cunning-
ham, account
 for 41 of the 
Spartans' total of 54 
stolen  bases. 
Lintz leads SJS with 21 runs 
scored and ranks as the Spartans' 
second top hitter with a .323 
average 
(23 for 
71). 
Although SJS pitching has fall-
en off somewhat from its early 
season form,
 pitchers Jay Fike, 
Bob Grover, Al Withal, Gary 
Houston and Mike Rusk have all 
turned in steady performances in 
carrying the Spartans when the 
hitting droughts lingered longest. 
Withal
 recorded his second 
complete
 game 
against  Cal in 
picking up his third win in four 
decisions and now leads SJS with 
42 and
 two-thirds innings 
pitched.  
Lefties Bob Grover and Gary 
Houston will start against Stan-
ford's No. 2 ranked
 Indians in a 
doubleheader
 at Sunken Diamond 
Saturday. The Tribe holds an 
earlier 4-1 
decision  over SJS on 
the strength of Phil Keller's one -
hitter.
 
Grover and Fike lead SJS with 
four 
wins 
apiece,  Grover at 4-0 
and Fike at 4-2. 
Topping  Spartan 
pitchers
 in earned -run -averages 
is 
Withal,
 with a 1.07 
mark. 
Grover  sports a 1.24, Houston a 
1.87, Fike 2.95 
and  freshman fire -
bailer Mike Rusk is at 2.43. 
SJS winds up its pre -season 
activities next 
week 
with a Mon-
day contest 
with Claremont and 
a Tuesday
 test with San Francis-
co State. The Spartans 
open  their 
PCAA 
schedule
 Friday, April 10 
against 
Fresno
 State in Municipal 
Stadium. 
- E 
LEADING 
"WOODY"
-Spartan  Gary
 "Woody" 
Cunningham 
lashes out 
at
 pitch in 
Tuesday's  3-2 
SJS victory  
over California.
 
Cunningham  leads
 SJS in 
batting  with a 
.346 mark 
and tops the 
Spartan  nine
 in stolen 
bases with
 a 
phenomenal
 20 
of
 21 record,
 
among the 
best in the nation.
 
All
-Comers
 
Tennis 
Continues
 
Saturday
 
Some
 of the top 
tennis stars 
in the
 world will be on 
hand as 
the 
San  Jose All
-Corners  tournry 
swings
 into semi-final
 action Sat-
urday 
at the 
Spartan  
Courts  be-
ginning  at 
10:30
 a.m. 
Finals
 will begin
 Sunday,
 April 
5 
at
 noon. 
Admission  is 
free to 
the  
public.  
The four 
day 
tournament
 be-
gan  last 
weekend 
with 
favorite  
Barry 
MacKay 
easily 
advancing
 
to the 
semi-finals.
 
MacKay,
 form-
er 
No. 
1 ranked
 
player
 in 
the 
nation,
 
will  
tangle
 
with  
speedster
 
Chuck  
Darley 
in 
Saturday's
 
fea-
ture 
match,
 
scheduled
 for 
noon.
 
In 
another
 top 
singles
 
match,  
Henry  
Kamakhnd,
 a 
teaching
 pro 
at 
the 
Los 
Altos 
Country  
Club
 
will 
tangle
 
with  
Rich  
Anderson,
 
Modesto
 JC 
tennis
 
coach.
 
Kama-
kana
 
upset
 
Whitney
 
Reed  
last
 
weekend
 
to 
gain 
the 
semi-final
 
spot.  
Other
 top
 events
 
scheduled
 
for 
10:30
 
a.m.  
Saturday
 
show 
Eliza
 
Pande
 
and  
Barbara
 
Downs  
meet-
ing 
in 
womens
 
singles,
 
Bob  
Hill  
and 
Frank
 
Johnson  
in 
junior  
vets 
singles
 
and  
Joe 
Woolfson  
and 
Merrill  
Ehmke  in 
senior  
vets.  
Besides
 the
 
feature
 
event
 
at
 
noon,
 
Sharon  
Walsh  
takes 
on 
Ferel
 
Footman
 in 
womens
 
singles.
 
Jack
 
Darrah
 
meets  
Clint  
Ar-
buckle in 
junior 
vets 
singles
 
and 
Nick 
Carter 
challenges
 
Alex 
Swetka 
in
 senior 
vets  
singles.
 
Meanwhile, SJS netters, many 
of 
whom will also 
compete  in the 
All
-Corners  tourney, 
extended its 
seasonal
 record
 to 
6-2  with 
an 
  - 
- 
TEACH A BROTHER
 
In A Black College 
The Southern 
Education
 Program is a non-profit 
place-
ment clearinghouse for BLACK teachers. Placement is free 
of charge in 90 Black colleges where your
 education will 
do the most good. 
WRITE Bro. 
Larry  Rushing, Dir. 
S.E.P. 
8591/2 Hunter 
St.  
NM
 
Atlanta, 
Georgia 30314 
(4041 
525-1592  
Ever bite an ap ple 
that bites back? 
Try  
Martinelli's
 old 
fashion
 hard
 cider 
Fifths
 & Half 
gallons 
a3rd
 
& 
San  Fernando 
easy win 
over UC Santa Cruz, 
Tuesday
 at the Spartan 
Courts.
 
Coach 
Butch 
Krikorian's
 Spar-
tan tennis
 squad 
opens  
Pacific
 
Coast Athletic
 Association 
action  
by playing 
host to 
University
 of 
Pacific, 
Friday  at 
2:30  p.m. 
The 
Spartans, 
now on a 
Six 
game
 winning
 streak, 
will go 
with Chuck 
White, 
Hank  Lloyd. 
Robbie  
Wheatley,
 Jan 
Young, 
Randy 
Berkamn 
and 
Rand
 Bogi-
sich 
in the 
singles 
matches 
against
 the 
Tigers.
 
Awards  
Banquet  
Set
 
for  April 8 
SJS 
teams in judo,
 water 
polo , soccer 
and track
 and 
field will 
be honored
 April 8 
at noon 
in a 
special
 athletic
 
awards
 assembly 
sponsored 
by 
the 
Spartan
 
Daily.  
Director 
Lang Stanley Is 
attempting
 to 
get 
comedian
 
Bill Cosby as 
master
 of cere-
monies 
for the first
-ever event, 
to be held in 
Morris  Dailey 
Auditorium.
 
SJS took the 
NCAA  cham-
pionship  
in the 1968-'69 school 
year in 
judo, water 
polo
 and 
track  while the 
Spartans  fin-
ished 
third 
in 
NCAA
 soccer 
1.1'' 
V.
 
What makes
 a 
burger taste 
scrumptious?
 
It's  tomato,
 lettuce, 
onions,
 and 
mayonaise
 
All  included 
in our 
1/$ lb.
 
Jumbo
 
Burger  
550 
and 
Regular  
Burger
 
300 
 
Orders
 to go 
The  
Burger
 
Ilou 
388 
E. ,Santa Clara 
San 
Jose  
295-9487
 
sr 
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TODAY through
 April
 15 
EttC:
 
Noon
 
Flicks,  
12 p.m..
 
C.U. 
Loma  
Prieta  
Room.  
Laurel  
and 
Hardy 
films  
to benefit
 EOP. 
Ten 
cent 
donation.  
TODAY
 
Aathropologs  
Clish, 
12:30 
p.m.,  
C.L'. 
Almaden
 
Room 
Guest
 
speaker
 on 
contemporary prob-
lems of 
the  American Indians. 
Students  Actisith. mow, 3:30 
C.r, 
Crourifium  Itemise. All 
club, 
untanication,  (rater
-nits
 and 
'sorority
 presidents suited attend 
this 
meeting. 
Siginu
 Delta (hi
 (SOX), 6:30 
p.m., 
Spartan
 Daily Staff 
room. 
Regional
 conference 
representa-
tives
 to be 
selected.
 
Angel Flight,
 7 
p nt.. MB 
Fourth 
floor
 Orderly  
student
 Ntobiniatiiiii  
tee 
(Wait  
. 
cis 
Dwiev. 
l 
movie 
narrated
 by 
veteran
 
c  
war 
correspondent
 David
 Sehoc 
brun.
 
tOast 
aitan  ( lob, 
7 p.m.. Ed.
 
238.  
Woriwn'e
 
Liberation
 
Front,  7 
p.m.,
 C C. 
Almaden
 Room. 
Young  
Deneserate.
 
7 p.m.,
 Ed. 
410. 
Guest
 
spe'ake'r  to speak. 
Panhellenic
 C  
il, 
7.30  
p.m.,  
CU.  
Pacifica
 
Itoo:i
  
Beta  
Alpha
 
Psi,  
7.:!!) 
p.m.,  
FMC,
 
Canning
 
Ma,iiinery
 
f)isi-
sion 
Office,
 
333  11'. Julian 
St., 
Sari 
Jose.  
Tour 
of 
ElSIC  
plant.  
business
 
meeting
 and
 
nomination  
of 
officers
 
Chrhitian
 
Organitation, 
7:30
 p.m.
 
-. 
,: 
Chapel.  All 
Christian
 
-  :oil 
inter-
ested 
student,
 
Financial
 
Manc.13fto111
 
.Associ-
&Non,
 
7:30  
p.m 
, i 
itestatir-
ant,
 Town
 w 
Social
 
hour  at 
Progressive
 
A 
-.X:,
 s 
DISCOUNT
 
for
 
Students
 
and  
Faculty
 
(with this ad) 
10% 
OFF 
Parts
 and 
Labor
 
We 
service
 
both 
Foreign  
and 
Domestic  
cars 
Star 
Motor  
Imports
 
375 
S. 
Markzt  
286-6500
 
Free
 Body
 
Estimates
 
Spartaguide
 
( oalition 
(PAA('),
 730 
p.ITL, 
Cf
 
Alnuulen 
Room. 
( ultural 
Encounter,
 8 p.m.. 
Student Council  Chambers.
 "I 
am 
he, as you are he, as you
 
are  
we,  
and we are all 
together."
 
Think 
about it. 
ski ( 
lub, 7:30 p.m.,
 JC 141. 
xl-;; trip 
of
 the year to 
be 
planned
 
Beta 
Beta 
Beta,  
7:30
 p.m., 
C.C. 
Guadalupe
 
Room.  
Bideal
 Club,
 8 p.m., 
C.U. 
Cala-
veras 
Room. 
"A New
 Wind"
 
movie  to be
 
shown.
 
Campus 
Crusade  for 
Christ, 8 
p.m., 155 
S.
 
11th St. An Informal 
meeting
 exploring the 
spiritual 
dimension 
of life. 
Phi 
Mu Alpha, 8:15 piss, NB 
Orneert Hull. 
FRIDAY
 
Zero 
Population
 Growth  
(ZP(.),
 12:30 p.m., C.U.
 Almaden 
Hoorn (Third level
 north.) Abor-
tion initiative 
and future 
activi-
ties to be 
discussed. 
College Union 
Dedication, 
12:30
 p.m., between 
College 
Union
 and Old 
Cafeteria.  AS 
President  
James
 Edwards 
will 
speak 
and  unveil plaque. 
Iranian 
Students' 
Association,  
1 
:to p.m.,  JC 136. 
Woolen's 
Intercollegiate  
Gym-
nastics,
 4 p.m., 
PER 101. 
Ten  
(*.liege
 
teams
 to compete 
here. 
Friday  
Flicks,  7 and 10 
p.m., 
Mori:is
 
Dailey. 
"Barefoot
 in the 
Park" 
with
 admission 
of
 50 cents. 
Est': 
Seminar 
on 
Buddhism,  
730  p.m., 
1098
 Chapman
 St., San
 
Jose.
 For 
more
 
information
 call
 
296-1298.
 Class 
conducted
 by 
Bis-
hop  Nippon 
Syakyu. 
Bah'ill  
Club,
 8 
p.m.,  
C.U.
 Paci-
f lea
 
Mean.  
Billed 
Foundation,
 8 
p.m., 
Jew-
ish 
Student  
Center,
 47 S. 
Fifth 
St. 
Sabbath
 
service  
with
 Rabbi 
kraus  
from
 the 
Univ. 
of Santa
 
Clara. 
Food and
 
refreshments
 to 
Is' offered. 
Intercultural
 
Steering  
Commit-
tee,
 
14:30
 p.m., 
Intercultural
 
Cen-
ter,
 292 
S.
 Ninth
 St. 
All  
students
 
tiro 
invited  
for  
music,
 
dancing
 
and
 
refreshments.
 
Dance,
 9 p.m. 
to 2 
am.,  
Wom-
en's 
Gym.
 
Sponsored
 
by 
the 
Mitch 
Students
 Union. 
KSOL 
disc  
1, 
iel:y  Bert 
Bell  will 
be
 
featured.  
sATI'KDAY 
International
 Jewish
 
Student
 
Organization,
 8 
p.m., 47 
S. Fifth
 
St. 
Recognition
 party 
with  
mem-
i,,rs 
and 
prospective  
members
 

 
'(come. 
Dance, 
9 p.m. 
to 1 a.m.,
 C.U. 
Ball 
Room.  $1 
donation  
for Mar-
tin 
Luther 
King 
Fund. 
Quinn  
MANUFACTURER'S
 
CLOSEOUT!
 
Genuine
 
Leather
 
Hand
-Finished
-Authentic -Unisex  
INDIAN
 
HEADBANDS
 
Ph- 
w,cle-over
 
30"  
long  
Irons
 thong to thong
 
ttp 
Special
 
Closeout
 
Price 
$125
 
only
 
I 
ea. 
or
 3 
for  
$3
 
\These
 
headb,i,-ls
 
sI
 
regularly
 
from
 $2.50 
to 
$5. 
You've  
seen
 
sottler
 0'1(.1 
WO, 
on 
Mod 
Squad"  
and 
other
 
TV
 
snows.  
We have
 
obtained  a 
manufacturer's
 
closeout
 
of
 
2000
 
beedIxands
 
in 
blue,
 
orange,
 
green,
 
red,
 
white, 
yellow
 
and 
black.
 
Because
 
of 
demand,  
we 
cannot
 
guarantee
 
delivery 
of 
any 
specific  
color, but 
if 
you  
check  
your 
preference,
 
we 
will  do 
our 
best to 
comply.
 
Naturally,
 
this is 
first 
come,
 first 
served.
 
Moil
 
coupon
 
to.
 
The 
LEATHERMASTER
 
Suite 212
-Prudential
 
Plaza  
Chi  ogo, Illinois 
60601  
Pt...
 
send
 
In.
  
hoxdbnds.  
for  
which I 
*rulese
 payment 
ef
 
B  
IN. 
COD's, 
elsawl.  
My 
color  
preference is listed 
by
 number 
in the 
looxs  
kselexe  
El
 
Blue
 
Li
 
Otange  D 
Green C.I Rad 
[.3
 Whits L 
Yellow Sleet 
NAME
   
ADDRESS
 
CITY 
  STATE   
ZIP   
Harris and and 
the 
Masterminds
 0 
play. 
Sponsored
 by the College.
 
Union  PrOg
 MIR 
Board.  
SUNDAY
 
Seminar
 on a Search
 for Mean-
ing, 
9:45 a.m. The Ne'ss'
 
Wineskin.  
"Why  Jesus 
Christ Among
 the 
Options?" 
Spartan 
TH-C. 9:45 
a.m. and 
5:45 p.m., 
Spartan Tri-C 
Build-
ing. Seminar in 
the morning and
 
forum
 in the 
afternoon.  
Billet Foundation,
 6 p.m., 47 S. 
Fifth St.
 All -you can -eat spagh-
etti feed 
for a buck. 
Sunday Forum,
 6:40 p.m., The 
New Wineskin. 
Jack Trull, ex -
convict and 
former
 drug, addict, 
to speak on "What
 About Drugs 
Today?" 
Eyre: Movie, 
7 and 
10 p.m., 
Morris Dailey.
 "The Fixer." Free. 
Bahdi
 Faith 
Carpetirg
 for SYS 
Cafeteria
 
and
 
Dormitory
 
To 
Run Film 
The 
SJS  Bultal
 Club 
will 
pre-
sent
 the 
film
 "A New
 Wind"
 to-
night at 8 
in the 
Calaveras  
Room
 
of 
the College.
 
Union.  
It
 will 
also
 
be shown
 tomorrow
 night 
at
 K 
in 
the
 
Pacifica  
Room.
 
The  
documentary
 
film  about
 
the Bohol 
faith was 
produced 
by 
George 
C.
 Stoney.
 He and 
his  
crew 
went 
on
 location
 to com-
munities
 in Israel
 which serve as 
centers  of 
the Mire'
 faith. 
Admission
 to the 
film is 
free,  
and 
refreshments  will
 be served.
 
Immediately
 
after  the 
film 
Lauren  
Silver,
 a 
student
 at UC 
Berkeley,
 will 
speak 
on the 
teachings
 of 
Batufu'llah,  
prophet -
founder 
of the Baha'i
 faith. 
By 
KENT  KUKTZ 
Speelal 
to
 the 
Daily 
Carpeting is 
coming
 to the 
dormitories
 
and 
cafeteria,  ac-
cording
 to Bill Allison,
 auxili-
ary enterprises 
manager. 
After purchasing 
furniture for 
Joe H. West Hall, high 
rise dor-
mitory, $70,000 was
 left, accord-
ing to Allison. 
Told
 to use the 
money before
 July 1, 1970, Alli-
son decided on 
carpeting,  
Cafeteria Hours 
The Spacitati caleleti.c 
builstiosi 
will close daily at 2:30 p.m., in-
stead of 3 p.m., as had been pre-
viously announced. 
Food service ends at 2 p.m. 
with the 
College
 
Union  
snack 
bar  
remaining  open
 
until  7 
p.m.  
Corner
 of 10th
 
I. 
E. %%
 
Mims  
:,118TiltifitrrinitY7714MTA
 
The state 
chancellor's
 
orrice
 
turned
 
down 
Allison's
 
idea
 
for  
an
 
additional  
elevator  
tur  
the 
dormi-
tory and 
told  
him 
to
 
use  
the 
money for 
furniture.
 
The 
dormitory 
carpeting
 
will  
eost about 
$55,000,
 according
 to 
Allison, leaving 
$15.000
 
for
 
the  
cafeteria carpeting. 
"Carpeting 
would  
add
 
!..itly  
* KEG BEER 
AT
 
%HMI:SALE  
PRICES
 
to 
the 
atmosphere
 
of 
the
 
dorms
 
and  
cafeteria,"
 
Allison
 
said.  
When
 
asked  if 
work  has 
begun
 
Allison
 
replied,
 
"The
 
bids  
for
 
the  
contractor
 
have
 
been
 
submitted
 
and
 a 
state  
testing
 
laboratory
 
in
 
Sacramento
 
is 
presently
 
testing
 
the
 
carpeting
 
to 
see 
if 
it
 
meets  
the
 
specifications
 
set 
by 
the
 
col-
lege."
 
_ 
FREE
 
1N111
 
1. 
tied. 
01 
1'0N.  
--- 
VA
 
if... 
* 
FRESH
 
MEATS,  
N I 
NES,  
BEER.  
It 
s.RtJs.I.R1ES 
OLYMPUS
 
MARKET
 
Open  
6 a.m.
  1 
a.m. 
kr,
 
Spartan 
Daily Daily  
Classifieds
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS  
Itt 
BALDWIN PORTABLE ORGAN - Foot 
pedals. Like
 new - plus extra features. 
Must sell. 
$600. Call 251-6650.
  
YOGA & MEDITATION - MWFS 7:30 
9:30 eve. 70 
Hewthurne  
Way, S.J. 
286-
 TAPE
 PLAYER 
- 8 track. Orig.  
$60. 
5487. 
Sri  E. Alexandrou.
  
Sell for $35 
w/tapes. Also like new 
Polar. 
Colorpack camera $20. 248-7327. 
NON-PROFIT
 FLYING CLUB 
e  d $ 
students
 and licensed 
pilots.  Four air- 
MOTOROLA TV - blk. & wh. 22". 
craft, 
low  membership  fees & 
monthly
 
Early
 
American
 Console,  No UHF. Exc. 
cord,  and very attractive.
 
$79.  294-0394. 
dues. 
Cod.
 flight instructors
 avail. 722. 
6160. 
WE CAN HELP 
SPONSOR
 YOUR NEXT 
FILM 
PRODUCTION.
 Simply send 
us
 
your best films 
for review. An 
oppor.
 
tunity to profit
 from your f  
invest-
ment. Write 
he
 CONSORTIUM,
 1885 
Cordilleras Rd., Redwood
 City, CA. for 
details.  
TIBET HOP GAR KUNG FU SCHOOL 
  ,, lefense
 - New
 
classes
 
open. 
`,.  7 
10 p.m. 
Call
 37412252. 
EASEL - Large 
Grumbacher,
 like new. 
Oriu.
 cost 
$50. Make an 
offer.  Call 
after 6 p.m. 244.7648.
  
BIG  SUR SUMMER CAMP. One 
year 
lease, $100 per mo. Pool, showers. etc. 
Small
 Aframe
 $85. Package $175.
 Write 
P.O.
 Box 3682, Carmel, California 93921. 
U.S. 
SURPLUS: Field Jeckets, 
Combat
 
B3uts, Bell Bottom Pants, Navy Pea Coats. 
H poi° Fishionst Furs, Leather Vest and 
ats Fur 
Coats,
 Lcndon Bobbie Capes 
JOIN THE STUDENT INVASION
 OF 
& many
 ,her
 
goodies.  Jack and Pat's 
HAWAII. Special student
 offer includes 
3rd H3nd Store,
 375 E. Heddinq be-
all 
air fare, 5 islands, a 
tar, 
voyage on 
tween 8th 
& 9th St. 293-4651.  
a schooner
 & more for 
$269.  If you can 
dig it 
and want more info, call 
Dennis  
at 292-3946
 evenings.   
BAREFOOT  IN THE 
PARK
 Friday April 
3 Morris
 Dailey 
7 and 10 p.m. 
50c.  
FIRST SAN JOSE 
Showing  of "A Ner., 
Wind'  to be presented
 by San 
Jcse 
State Bethasi 
Club  Thursday night 
April 
2. 8 
per.
 Admission
 tree - refresh-
ments provided. All are welcome.
 
GROUP 
ENCOUNTER. Responsible 
group 
starting
 April IS, 7-10 
p.m. 6 wks. 
plus 
marathon. $75
 Dr. R. Grirnson and 
, Leila Whitcomb°. 353-2032 efter  
I GULLIBLE'S 
TRAVERSE NEEDS
 YOU! 
'Annual
 car 
tal, l At. 
6 0,-. f,-  
cu 
en,o, Poi -n 505 
West  
Ho - - J  " 
tonight. For 
'wither
 
.nic
 coil Ott-, - 287-3490  
rrn. 
505.  
EUROPE 
CHARTER
 FLIGHTS. Summer 
flights from L.A. and Oakland, to Lon-
don, 
Amsterdam, Frankfurt, from $270 
to 
$325 
roundtrip.
 $150 
to $185 
one. 
way. 
Coordinator:  Professor Frank
 F. 
Peal. 247 Roycroft Ave. Long Beach 
90803 
438.2179.  
AUTOMOTIVE  121 
VW REPAIR, New, Rebuilt or Used 
Parts,
 Save on Labor & 
Parts. I  
will  
buy your 
broken  down or wrecked VW. 
Herbert, 
82
 Goodyear, SJ,
 292-3768. 
'61I 350 HONDA SCRAMBLER. Ex. cond. 
New  elec, system,
 under
 6.000 mi. $600 
+ $25 for new helmet. Call 287-4876. 
'68 KARMAN GHIA CONY. - Low 
mileage.
 Sharp. Recent tune-up. Must 
sell. $1700. 
263.1006.  
'63 VW SEDAN, excellent mechanical 
condition, very dependable,50,000 mi. 
Tom Hoffman
 294.2927.
  
VW VAN 
- Rebuilt engine, new tires,
 
full syncro 
transmission,
 wood panel,  
car -
trots,
 $500. 
Gary.  264-5413.
   
'31 MODEL A COUPE won't depreciate. 
Powered
 by Chevy running gear. Cus-
torn Interior, dash, 
wide  ovals and more. 
SHARP! 
$825. 295.7690.   
'68 650 TRIUMPH- Very clean. Exc. 
running 
cond.  Engine
 
comp!. 
overhauled.  
New bearing.
 chains, rings, valve 
job. 
etc. Cell Bill 298.7911.  
'65 CHEV. 
IMPALA  2 Dr. HT, PS, New 
AT, 
Radio.
 Heater, WW 
Tires, 283 
V-8,
 
$950.  Call  
266-3500.  
MG --TD 1950. Righthand drive. Classic. 
Restored 
inside  
& 
out. Recently 
over. 
hauled. 
Call
 378-6527. 
1910 
VW. 8,000 mi., Sunroof, AM/FM, 
Excellent  condition. 
Best offer. 292-1759. 
DODGE VAN 1966. 
Good
 condition. 
5875.
 
Call 
Aileen
 
298-4855.  
'54 VW 
- Rebuilt '61 engine
 - cheap 
transportation  
& good 
friend.
 $150.  259-
7909 
after 8:30 
p.m. 
PARTS. 
Mini  850 enq. 174.G 
1100 trans.. 
Su 
carbs,  
linkage.
 Other  parts, make
 
offer.  
293-1634  
after
 
6 
13.m
 
FOR 
SALE
 01 
SURPLUS - 
G.I. and 
COMMERCIAL  
field 
jackets, 
pea coats,  bell
 bott.
 pants. 
clothing,  
polyfoam, 
camping  
supplies,  
back 
packing  
gear,  boots.
 BARGAIN
 
CITY, 260 N. 1st 
St.  
Hours:  
9-6. 
Closed  
Sundays  
2R7-3942.
 
2 
DESKS,  $10 Ea.; 3 
BOOKCASES,  $5 
Ea.. 
Misc. Furniture & Imported 
Art 
Oh;,..  
869 S. 9th #3. 
295-4949.  We're 
QUALITY SUEDE & LEATHER CLOTH-
', , (' 
vu
 Pi' $ $40, vests $15-
25 Cai Sue. 
287-5948,  
SONY 
TC-125 Stereo 
Cassette Tape
 
Deck. 1 
month 
old. $80. Call 
Mark. 
289-82(8 (Nights
 9-10). 
HELP 
WANYED 141 
SALE,
 Ice 
Cream,  Soft 
Drink 
vending 
' route. Pert or full time. Must have 
drivers
 license. We train. Mr. Edwards 
358 
No.  Montgomery 9-11 a.m. 
297.4228.  
RECORD  
II TAPE 
SALEI I 
have con-
nections  
with  a 
wholesaler
 
and 
can  sup-
ply 
all  the current LP 
records
 
& tapes 
at a 40% 
discount. 
All  
$5.00 LP's 
sell  
for
 
$3.06: 
$6.00 
LP's
 for 
$3.62, etc. All 
sales 
are 
on
 a special 
order
 basis. Place
 
your 
order by 
Tues., 
pick-up  
Fri.
 of the 
same 
week. 
Hours  
8:00 
a.m. to 
12:00
 
mid. 
MWF.
 
Call & 
place
 an order.
 298. 
0700: Ror -'-12th 
St.  it's 
legit.  
BAREFOOT 
IN  THE 
PARK
 
Friday 
Apr
3 Morris Dailey
 7 
and In 
rim.
 50c. 
STEREO  
SYSTEM 
COMPONENTS
 - 
Jensen
 
Spealers,
 
dual  turntable 
Herman  
Kardon 
Amp.  
Perfect. 
cheap
 
289-8410
 
SINGER
 SEW. 
MACH. 
CONS.
-$S15.  
Twin rollaway
 
$10.  
Bra. H.H. 
WIG  
$30.  
Boys bike $15. 
Lae.  floor 
pillows
 - 
now $160, 
sacrifice
 
for $40. 
298-3572.
 
INSIDE  SALES - men, good salary. 
Start teddy. 
22 hrs,  a week.
 
Work
 until 
summer. Apply 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 210 S. 
Is+ St 
Rm.207
 
.    
HEATHERLEE AGENCY now hiring 
babysttters & housekeepers part-time & 
temp.
 289-9466.  
PART TIME Assistant Managers. Work 
3-4 
nights per week. Apply Red 
Barn 
Restaurant, 6th and Santa 
Clara.   
MALE. Sept. irterested
 in being
 a co1.  
legs representative for national record 
co. 
Write 
Chess Producing
 Co., 320 E. 
2Ist St., Chicago, III,  60616, Attn: Dick 
La 
Palm.  
SOMETHING  SPECIAL! For ENGINEER 
junior or senior, el3ctro-rnech., 
to work 
with patent holder in sports field to 
produce 
prototype  on participation 
basis. Person must be able 
to
 devote 
20 
hrs.  per week 
for 3 
months to proj 
act. Possibif ties fabulous. 
Send
 particu-
lars
 about self to ENGINEER, 
P.O.
 Bo,
 
71 
Palo Alto 
Calif,
 
94302.   
BAREFOOT IN THE PARK Friday April 
3 
Morris  Dailey 7 
and  10 p.m.  50c. 
HOUSING
 151 
STUDIOUS FEMALE SENIOR BUS. 
MAJ. - Would 
like
 to share 2 bdrm. 
apt, with 
one  and same. Call Sandy 
after 5 p.m. 964-43 I I .  
FREE COTTAGE FOR GIRL Exchange 
11/2
 hrs. housework per day. Car 
notes.
 
sary. 14750 Clayton  Rd. 
258-1276.
  
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 
2 bdrm. 
apt. 429 So, 9th 
St. 
$80/mo.  
Apt. #6.  
ROOMS  AVAILABLE-at State II, 155 
So,  
11th
 
St. $58/mo. I/2 block from 
campus. Living
 rm. & party 
rm. Also 
available for 
summer at $42/mo.  
CLEAN 1 
BDRM.  FURN. APT. 2 
blocks  
from 
campus. 
$140/mo. 465 S. 
4th. 289-
9317.   
MALE 
ROOMMATE  - Share 
apt. 2 
drs. from 
admin. bldg.
 Lots of 
periling  
and 
storage.
 $50/mo.
 Sr. or 
grad pref.
 
75 
S. 
7th  
St. 295-9094.  
MALE
 
ROOMMATE
 
NEEDED  
- one 
upper  eke,  
or grad.
 man 
to share
 2 
bdrm. 
apt,  with 
three
 others.
 
857.50/
 
4m8o2.1.148
 E. 
Williams
 St. 
*28. Cell 287- 
ONE BDRM. Apt 
furr. w/w carpet. $140 
mo. 545 So. 9th St. or call 
294-5744.  
MALE ROOMMATE
 wanted to share 2 
berm. 2 bathrm. dup. w/frpl.
 
Fern. 
$100, unfurn. $90. Milpitas. Call 263. 
1629.  
ROOMMATE
 NEEDED - 
Share  ens 
bdrm. apt.
 no/pool.
 
Near campus, Orli 
SSC:time. Call 293-7337.  
MALE  ROOMMATE NEEDED now up 
per div. Have 
own room $67.50. 395 
So.
 
12th  Sr. 
297-6924.
 Ask for Rod. 
MT. HIDE-AWAY: 
Mod  2 bdrm. vaca-
tion home in smog
-free 
Santa 
Cruz  Mts. 
Insulated.
 elec. heat & Kit. Redwood 
deck. 
$15,000.
 I. Long. 264-2322.  
WOULD LIKE TO MEET with prospec-
tive 
roommate M or F and then 
look
 
for 2
 
bdrm apt. 
($120-$150/mo)  to suit. 
379-5398 Tim after 2:00.
  
FANTASTIC! 470 Luxury apts. Now tak-
ing applic.
 for summer & fall. 
VERY
 
low summer
 rates. Call 
Bobbi  or Steve 
- 287.7590.
 
I'M LOOKING for 
roommates
 & 
apart.  
ment.  I'm willing 
to
 pay up to 
$70/mo.
 
I'm willing 
to go apt,  hunting with 
someone  too. Call
 967-5647.  
3 BDRM. HOUSE available 
immediately.
 
$250 
plus  deposit. Call 
287-4900.  
Women  preferred.
  
APT. for re- t 1 bdrm., 
$125/mo.
 Con'
 
tact 
mantel, 633 S. 
8th #1. 
LOST  AND 
FOUND 
161  
LOST-Shepherd pup, 3 
12'70,  
female,
 
multicolored,
 shaggy hair,
 no 
collar.  
Please
 call 
298.5719.  
PERSONALS 
(71 
WOULD 
LIKE TO SEE 
BLOND  WITH 
BLUE COAT - Said 
Hi to me on 
3/9 
at 12:00. She
 stood in 
doorway of 
Bookstore.
 I sat in 
Student
 Union. 
378.  
6887.  
CONGRATULATIONS
 Kathy and Ma. 
tsuo.  
Best  wishes. 
-Ron 
SERVICES_ 88) 
AUTO  
INSURANCE
 -- Annual
 Liability 
Rates  - 
Married  or Single
 Age 
24 end 
up $93. 
Married
 
age  19 
to 
23
 
9147.
 
Mr.  
Ty.,
 
241-3900.
 
STUDENT
 TYPING
 in my 
home.  Fast,
 Ac. 
curate,
 Minor Editing. Mrs.
 
Beater. Phone 
244-6581.
   
RENT 
A TV 
OR STEREO
 OR 
TAPE  
RECORDER:
 Free 
Service.  No 
contract 
Free 
Delivery in S.J.
 Cell Esche's
 251-
2598.  
EXPERIENCED
 
TYPIST,
 
Accurate,
 
Feet.
 
Can
 edit. 5 
miles  from 
campus.
 Mrs. 
As
-
'anion -298-004.
  
TYPING  
- thesis,
 term 
papers, 
etc., 
experienced
 and 
fast. Phone
 269-8674 
FREELANCE
 
PHOTOGRAPHY
 
for any 
purpose 
including
 
environmental
 
por. 
traits, 
model  
composites,  
weddings,
 art 
pictures. 
Call Rich 
Kelso 
286-1139.   
FOUND
 THAT 
SPECIAL 
someone 
yet? 
Distinctive
 
wedding  
invitations  by 
Robert 
Hall
 440 
W Taylor, S.J. 
298.2308.
 
__.  _ 
 _ 
EXPERIENCED
 TYPING 
- 
ELECTRIC
 
Master's - 
Reports - 
Dissertations
 
Ma, an h 
Ternoerg, 
1924
 Harris Ave.
 
Ca 
op395.
 
San   Jose.  
GENERAL  
ELECTRIC  
APPLIANCES  
FOR
 
OVERSEAS 
USE. 220 
Volt
 - 50 cycle 
Factory 
Mfg. major and 
small appliances
 
Allied 
Export Distributors,
 522 Merchant 
Street, S.F. 
94111.   
OUTSTANDING  
TYPING - 
Selectric  
Term 
Papers,  reports,
 
manuscripts.
 V 
Barker, 294.0076. Weekdays only 8-6.  
AUTO INSURANCE
 as low 
as 
$109 par 
year for married, good students. Also 
excellent  savings for 
single
 men over 21. 
Call  George Campbell 244-9600.  
TYPING - Term papers, reports,
 menu' 
scripts,
 editing. Professional, fast, ac-
curate.  
356-4605.  
TYPING in my home. electric. Experi-
enced. fast service. 296-1786 or 296. 
8761 S. 
Clara.   
BICYCLE REPAIRING,. Reasonable 
rates. 48 hour service. Call Mark or Jim 
after 4,00 
295.1455.
  
WEDDINGS
 PHOTOGRAPHED
 IN 
COLOR for only 
$89.50  For complete 
infer. 
Call. 794.1809
 noon till 10 
p.m. 
FIND
 your ideal 
match  Campus 
Dating  
Service 
289.9466,
 $2.  
TV's
 FOR RENT. 
Special  student 
rates. 
58,00
 per mo. Call 
377-2935.
  
USE 
MY
 STUDIO to sell
 your paintings.
 
(No 
Charge) Call 
289-9466.
  
TYPING
 MY 
HOME 
- 
Electric,
 experi 
enced. accurate, 
minor  
edit. 
Report;  
thesis,
 etc. Call 
257.6788.
 
The
 
SPARTAN
 
CLASSIFIED  
is a 
great 
route  
to 
take
 
if 
you 
have
 a special mes-
sage
 
you  
want
 
24,000
 
students to read. 
9:30-3:00
 Daily 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY  CLASSIFIED 
MOTORCYCLE
 
INSURANCE
 - 
Annual  
liability 
rates.  100 
cc/$28,
 
300 
cc/$38, 
450 
cc/$45.
 
Call  
Mr.  Neal. 
241-3900.
  
COED
 
NEEDS  
SAME 
for 
European
 
travel, 6 weeks 
this 
summer.
 
Cell 
287-
7291. 
TRANSPORTATION
 191 
CHARTER
 
FLIGHTS  
TO 
EUROPE,  
$169 
one way 
- 
$289  
round 
trip. 
Japan,
 $350 
Contact 
Prof. 
Mage,  
293-1033.   
EUROPE  
- 
ISRAEL  
TRAVEL
 DIS-
COUNTS
 
available
 to 
holders 
of the 
international
 student 
identity 
card. Foe
 
info,  
regarding
 travel
 discounts
 and 
pur-
chase 
of card,
 
CONTACT:  
International
 
Student 
Club 
of
 America,
 11687
 San 
Vicente
 Blvd. #4,
 L.A.,
 
Calif.90049.
 
(2(3) 
843-5669.  
Or 
campus rep.: Fred 
Black,  
2536 
Regent,
 
Berkeley.
 (415)
 843-
1857.  
To 
Place  
an 
ad:  
Come  
to:  
Classified  Adv. 
Office 
- J206 
MON.-WED.-FRI.
 
11 - 1 - 
1:30-3:30 
TUES.-THURS.
 
9:30-10:30
 - 
2-4 
 Send in handy order blank 
Enclose cash or check. 
Make check out 
to Spartan 
Daily Classifieds.
 
 Phone 
294.6414, 
Ext.
 2465 
CLASSIFIED  RATES 
Minimum . 
Three lines 
One day 
One day Two days 
Three 
days  Four 
days 
Five 
days 
3 lines 
-1710- 2.00 2.25
 
2.40 
2.50 
4 fines 
2.00 
2.50 2.75 
2.90 
-3.00  
5 Bees 
2.50
 3.00 
3.25 3.40 
3.50 
6 lines 3.00 
3.50 3.75 
3.90 4.00 
Add 
this
 
amount
 for 
each 
addi 
tional line 
'50
 
.50
 
.50
 
.50
 
.50
 
CHECK A 
CLASSIFICATION
 
O 
Announcements (I) Help Wanted (4) 
O 
Automotive  (2)
 
1:3 Housing (5) 
O
 
Fat
 
Sale
 
(3)
 
0 
Lost and 
Found (6) 
O 
Personals (7) 
[1 
Services
 
(8)  
O 
Transportation (9) 
No refunds
 on 
cancelled
 
ads. 
Print 
your  ad here: 
(Count
 
approximately
 
33 
letters
 and 
spaces
 
for each line) 
Print 
Name
  
Address
 
City    
For   
Days 
Enclosed  Is 
Phone   
SEND
 
CHECK,
 
MOSEY
 
ORDER,
 OR 
CASH
 TO:
 
SPARTAN
 DAILY 
CLASSIFIEDS  
SAN
 
JOSE
 
STATE
 
COLLEGE,
 
CALIF.
 
95114  
Please
 
allow  
2 days
 after
 
placIng  
for ad in 
appear. 
 
